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Form.ES•!n 
(Revised May 1947) E ~· 1 .. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Colleaea 
Cooperatlnir 
Extension Service 
Washington, D . C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
State __ ;_~--- ~-----
l;rJ}Cll?Y.n'JlJ) 
County --------- - ~------·-- -- - ------ ----------------
REPORT OF 
4-H Club Agent. 
_______ ___ Aa8i8Z:!io?!f :~;rt_ Club_ Work. __ 
:Agricultural Agent. 
Aaaistant Agricultural Agent. 
From~ __ i__:-:-__ _' ___ lo --~~--~ _ _/_ __ , 194_1 
Fro~ __ /~----- lo .&_ __ ~ __ L __ , 194_7 
From ______ ___ _____________ lo _____ _________ _______ , 194 __ _ 
From ____________________ __ lo _________ __________ __ , 194 __ _ 
From ~-!::_(_fl_~d,lo lm/.,_o.__/!__ ____ , 194_'] 
From _________________ _____ lo ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
• 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
.Approved: 
Date _______________ __ _____ ____________ _ --· ------------------
' 16· 2807 ... 6 State Exten&ion Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extension worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers. who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the exten:sion worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
<iopy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE Sm.rMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
Go ver the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or familiee assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
F'or use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex• 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
10-28074-1 
Report only this year's activities that can be verlfted 
GENERAL ACTIVITms 
Home demonstration agents (a) 
4-H Club agents 1 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(c) 
County total • 
(d) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assist~nts) . ·-·----···-··-·--····--·-----·-····-·········-·-· ·-·_}'6_._ ... _. -·---·-·-·-····--··-·/b. . _ . _ . x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults··--·-···-··-····-········-··--···--·-·-····-··· -··-········- -· ._f_q_ h-·-·· ·-·····-··-···-.. ~ _')...... x x  x x x x  x  x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth'··-··-····-·-··-···--·····-------·····-.. ~Lfi. .. -.. _--·····-··-··· -·-·-3 .~ . fk,,._ x x  x x  x  x  x  x : ~:;:;:~ea'·~::::::::::::::::::~:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::i1i: ½,_ :::::::::::: ::d-¥/'l-i-: : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work '·----··--·······-····- ·-·-·-·':/__t_~ . -. -.----·-·-·-··-···· -·-··q_!.'] .. ___ . __ . L.'?J._8_.0._. __ _
7. Number of different farms or homes visited_······--······{(l) ·Ofice~.·-~=:::::::::::::::°};~:::: :::::::::::: ::;-;/~:::::-·:·-~I):~-::;. 5 
8. Number of cala relating to extension work._. _______ . __ . __ .. (2) Telephone _____ . _.·-·····-·-·-·-··-·· ~7.I .. _ .. ·-·-···-·-----__ _/ _q 'f"3 ____________ :l._~ I_¥-____  
9. Number of news articles or stories published 1--------------------------------------------------·--- - -------;7_g;__J_ _____ -------------_____ 1_¢?.-Z. ________ -----~~~=--S'S/ ,5 10. Number of buletins distributed_ ______ ·---··--··-----·-·--------------·---·-------------------------______ H_'(J jlg ____ ------------__ / cf ~z . _______ __  $/ Ls:"---
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting ________________________________________________ . __ j-:_ ___ --------·----. __________ '£_ ____ . ___________ /._() _____ ._ 
{
(a) Number _______________________________________ 3 ___________________ _______________ __ rf' __________________ /_I _____ _
(1) Adult work. __ . __ (b)T~~n ~:~:!:nee of: _________ ------------------------------------1/.5 -----_________ 1/B ______  
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders ________________ -----·----./ 0 ------ -----------______ 7 _ ------_________ J_l)_ __ ._ --1'8d~ o, oommiteem~ •. -. . (') ._!a:';:.:". j:T~~:~danre of :::::: :::::; . ~ ::.~: :::::::·:::~: : . : / / : :::: :::::~ ::: eo 
13. Method demonstration meetings {(a) Number _______________________________ . __ S-S-_____ -----------·---·--4~-________ ----~ _/_O 0 
held. (Do not include the meth- (1) Adult work. _____ (b) Total atendance ___________________ lfJ 'l ______________________________ _____ ~'?'l _________ _______ ?q $ ___ . _ 
od demonstrations given at lead-(2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number ________________________________ /_Q_4_ ______________________ _______________ f_ ________________ J _/_"b_____ I) er training meetings reported un- older youth___ (b) Total atendance __________________ / __ 3__ '3._~-:_ _________________________________ _Lt/.!2-:-_ _____________ .l.$.C.f.!_~ __ _t_~? der Question 12) ________ ______________ _ :: :::s0:e~:: ::tr:s:0::::t~::_~~-~~:=:-:-{{J~(~§~;~;=·:· .::· ........................ ····~···· ···;t···.-· 
{
(l) Adult work__ ___ (b) Total atendance __________ ---·------·----------------·-·-----·-· ---~.3 --·-·-_____ .2.3. . ·-·-·-
16· Tours conducted_ ••••.••.•••••.... (2) 4-H Club and {(a) Number _ ·-·--·······--·-----·······!-/:--·--·-··-------···-····---· ·-·-··--·-~---·····-·-··-·-.,,#1-. . 7_fA older youth___ (b) Total atendance __ ··-·---___ .,_,J_·--·-·---·---·-·-····-_____ .!f-3. _ ·--·-·--·--·~--~:7 
{
(l) Adult work .. --{ ~ ~ ~:t:;~n-dance ____ ····-----···-··-·--·---·-·-- _______ _ _ ___ -----·--------· --·-·-·?-----·-· 
17. Achievement days held----·····-(2) 4-H Club and j (a) Number-·······----·-·-··--···-···/·---··-···-··------·------_____ / ___ ·---··--------·-·--··-·-·-·· 
older youth. _ (b) Total atendance_·- ---·· __ Jj_lJ._. ______ .__ --·-·-·-------~ _____ Ji_~-----·-· _____ J__l__Q ... --· 
I Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 
t County total should equal sum of precedlng three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. • The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum of questions 4 and 6. • Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. . • Do not count ltema relating to notices of meetings only. 
16-26074-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be verified Home demonstration agents (a) 
4-II Club agents t 
(b) 
Agricultural agents 
(t) 
County total 1 
(d) 
18. Encampments held (report atend-I (1) l (a) Number _______________________________ . (7 ___________________ ,d ________________________ I ___________________ /  ________ _ Farm women___ (b) Total members atending. ___________ -,:. __________ -----~------------/------_________ %_ __________  (c)Total others atending _____ --- - -~ -----------~-------_________ i,/.l ___________ -----1------ance for your. county only)' _______ _ (2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys atending ______ -----~------________ J_ ___________________ .a_.;r._..__________ _____ -~=------older youth.__ (c) Total girls atending ___________ 3tp ___________________ jJ_ _____________ -----~-------______ _(e ___________ _ {(a) Number ________________________________ ,3 ____________________ a ____________ -----~ . ·-----_____ 1_____ __ __  (d) Total others atending ___________ ji, ____________________ o_ _______________________ d_ ___________________ [fA ___________  
19. Other meeti~g~ ofd~n bextension {(l) Adult work. _______ t(ab) NTumber ____ d ___________________ --/2~;---------~--------_________ a(l ___________ --~-{~-------nature part1c1pate m  y county otal aten ance ______________ --~~-w _____________ ______ .\.!_______________ _________ _ ____________ ---.¢.uhl ___________ _ 
or State extension workers and (2) 4-H Club and (a) Number_ ______________________ -----f------______ (l _______________________ ,6 ____________ 1 __________ /__ __________ _ 
not previously reported.________ ___ older youth. ____ (b) Total atendance ______________ ---/tf ____________________ 9-_______________________ (l_ _____________ ----__ f_ __ (r' __  
Meetings held by local leaders or {( {<a) Number ________________________________________________ ----~--------________ ('.)_ _____________ ---~ ___ ;;i ___ _ 20. 
commiteemen not participatedin l) Adult work. _______ (b) Total atendance _____________ /__$._;! __________ ------------------,d--------------_.!?:_i------
bycounty or State extension work- (2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number ________________________ ----=-------_______ g ___________________ ()_ ______________________ "CJ __ __ ______ _ 
ers and not reported elsewhere____ older youth. ____ (b) Total atendance. __________________ :=: ____________________ .LJ ______________________ Lt ____________ ------------ --
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge or 4-H Club work or who devotes pratlcaly run time to club work. 1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment. • Does not Include picnics, ralies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE TIDS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a coneervative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available wil be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census)-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program ________________________________________________ _ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time _________________________________________________________ 
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program. __________ ______________________________________________ _ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program. ______________________________ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time _________________________________________________ _ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program _____________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ___________________________________________________ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enroled. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enroled_ ______________ ___________________________________________________________________ ---------------
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Total number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
-------~3 /I ___  --·-----' 7_0 ~--_ __________ ____ Jo .!:J--
~~~~~~~~~~~~  ~ '3. ~ ~~ 
:::::: L#, K:: 
------~-S:2. __ -_ ______________ "] 7 -·. 
______ __ 3_{o__cf, 'l--_____________ .S-,2. rp -
16--:lKtrl1-2 
33. 
34. 
35. 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
County extension association or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demom1tration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Sts.tes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the college in 
th
' ~~:::: :: :::::_
0'_"~;•;.::~~J) ___ (6_,_~-~---- _________ (2) No. of momh•~----- ~ J 
(b) Agricultural____________ (1) N ame _________ :ri::~:.:_-:-:.f L-;;/J _____ [~----___ ______ !L _______ ~=-~~--;,-:--_-
7
- (2) No. of members__________ _ _____ ,,:J.... ../, --------------
(c) Home demonstration___ (1) Name _________ f-t__ __ l.J,RJ,,(n_G!,£ ____ #__ _ ____ _ '1./. __ )ALJ[?2'J.!ILJ(l.L__ (2) No. of members___________ ------- 76-. _____________ _ 
(d) 4-H Club_________________ (1) Name _________ .J__L ______ ij_ ___ ~ ____ _d_i _ ~----------------------- (2) No. of members__________ _ __ t)..s-CJ ---------------
(e) Older youth______________ (1) Name______________________________________________________________________________________ (2) No. of members_________ ------------------------- -- ---
Number of members of county extension program planning committees and subcommittees (include commodity and i:gecial-interest committees): 
(a) Agricultural------------~~------ (b) Home demonstration _______ 7-_,5.~------------- (c) 4-H Club ---------~S..-~----- (d) Older youth ___________ 
0 
____________ _ 
Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)______________________________________________________________________ ------------"---------------
__________ ff _____________ _ 
----------~-----------------
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local committees ____________ _ 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work _______________________________________________________________ ____ _ 
_ ___ j.f:,7)_ ______________ _ 38. Number of members in such clubs or groups _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older ~al youth. (See question ~85.) __________ -----------:------------------------------------------T--z------------------------------------------------------ x x x x o/ X,,,,. x x x 
40. Number of ne1ghborhoud and community leaders m the neighborhood-leader system -------1--/a. ________________ Men -------~3----------- Women --------a'.l~-----·-----
41 Number of different voluntar(: local leaders, ;:si~itteemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work ________ (l) Men--------/--~------- (b) 4-H Club and older youth work.. _________ { (l) Men -------------------- (3) Older club boys ____________________ _ 
(2) Women ----~-fl------ · (2) Women----/-./.--------- (4) Older club girls _____________________ c, 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service.&/_~---
Number of members of such county agricultural planning group: 0 2-(a) Unpaid lay members: (1) Men ______________________ ___________ _/__~------------ (2) Women --------;c------------------------ (3) Youth ____ __ _________ ;i.... ____ ____________ _ 
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or othe:r agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men __________ E?_ ________________________ (2) Women-------------------------------------
Number of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planning) -----------------------------------------------___,.----------------------------------......,..-------------------
Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men ______ j_!__':f-_______ (b) Women --------~b_______ (c) Youth ___________ ,Q _______________________ _ 
Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes------------------------------------------------------ - (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and County agricultural Total 1 
planning 1 planning 1 
W W M 
l
( 1) Home demonstration agents ____________________________________ _________ j _(p _____________ ------------------------------ ____________ /(p _________ _ 
b (2) 4-H Club agents _______________________________________________ ·---- ------------------------------ ----------- ~-1~------------ ------------------------------4 7. Days devoted to line of work y- (3) Agricultural agents ________________________________________________________ / _?-,. _____________ ------------~------------- ___________ /_ (.p.. _________ _ 
( 4) State extension workers ____________ ------------------------------ _____________ q __________________________ _ ___________ ---------·--------------------
48. Number of planning meetings held----------------------------------------------{ (l) County ____________ ---------------------------- ____________ !j_ ___________________________ , ___ ,S ______ _ 
(2) Community ___________________________ __________ __ L _______________ ------------------------------
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year ___________________ -----------------------------------~-----------------------.:::::_------·-----] 
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen ____________ ------------------------- ---------------- ------ - / _ / _ /45Z) ___ J_/.e_ 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural planning (over-all planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, only column (c) should be filled out. Where extension 
program planning is the only planning activity, the entries in columns (a) and (c) will be ldenticaL In all other cases column (c) is the sum of columns (a) and (b). i&-2ao7-
CROP PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Olub m~mbers, and older youth Com (G) 
Wheat 
(b) 
Other cereals 
(c) 
Legumes 
(d) 
Pastures 
(e) 
Coton 
(f) 
Tobacco 
(g) 
Potntoes and other vege-tables Fruits (I) 
Other crops 
(h) {fJ 
! 51. Days devoted to line of work by-g~ ~;~~:~::~:icnagentH: :::: • ~:: :::-0.Q ::: :::: 0 6 :: ::: 0 0 :: ::::: 0c-:::_:; ::: ::::~::: ::= / ~ : :::: g::: :::~.:=~ 
(3) Agricultural agents ________________ LZ, ______ ____ Irk_ ______________ Q _________ L_~-----_______ /_6_ __________ :Z,.L) ___________ Q ____ ---/.-f:J __________ £-_ ______ --3-~:=-
(4) State extension workers _____________ h____________ D ------0 ------/--· -----t.L ____ -----D-------6 --________ .l) --__ _/_;i_ _____ ----a ·-· 
52, Number of communities in which S 3 tJ 3 .3 l'7 C, / 0 .s-work was conducted this year _____________________________________________________________________________________________ /_ ________________________ .f D ___________________________________ _ 
53. Number. of volunta17 l?cal l~ers or ~ 3 c1 3 3 / 2. C) / 0 .:, -commiteemen ass1Sting this year .. ----~-----------------------------··---------------·-··-·---·-----·-··-----------------------·--------------------. L.f) ______ -------64. Number of farmera aasialed !hia year in-
(1) O~~:!no~~t~~:o~;~e=~rie--___ .i </. --·-·-·-·-{, ------~ ·---___ 3"-;_ ______ --{g ______ ---3~---________ O ___________ 4/ -----4 _____ ---/2-. -· 
(2) The use of lime __________________ .;t_ Co---___ _/_")_. ____ ---g.---.J L:z.. __________ ;? ~ ---------~ - -----------lJ ---________ CJ ___________ o _____ ----(J ---
(3) The use of fertilizers _____________ 3.-9-_________ .f]-. ______________________ J_{_~----____ 3, _________ fl.!j_ ____________ (}_ ___________ ;3-f---___ 4~----_____ Q~-=--
( 4) Controling plant diseases _________ '2.-___________ ·Z.. __________ {1 ____________ Q ________ _______ /) _____________ b~ ___________ O ______________ rp ________ ~----_____ I 'l-. ___ _ 
(5) Controling injurious insects. ____ _Lfj{_ ________ j_z._ __________ 1} _____________ .g. ______________ /1 ________ ) _"'2._tl ____ ----°--------t---___ J/-"b. __________ _L'"k. ___ _ 
(6) Controling noxious weeds ___________ 0 ___________ Z-_________ () ________ ----'-----____ .3_6 ______ --·--· '2J ___________ ~ _____________________________ ('.J ______________ 0 ___  
c1) c~t~~~~m~~dents and __ ;2.s-v _____ ;µ, ~D ______ --_________ Q _______________ ~ ______________ O ___________ o _____________ 8 _____________ () _______________ a___  
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Poultry Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses and (Including Other livestock• mules turkeys) oo oo oo oo oo m oo ) 1(1) Home demonstration agents _________________ 15 ______________ 6_ ____________ LL __________ (>-_____________ 0 ___________ 2.,_.:?_-_ __ ---°----· 
55. Days devoted to line of work by-<2) 4-H_ Club agents _________________________ --·--~--------1/4. ·-·----- -----1 --- ---- ----7---~7---~ ~ ~~=~~:i:!e:~rkers: __ : __ : __ : __ ~_:_ :.:~~~:;L~::~ :~:~.e~:: ~-:-~~ ~~~ ~ -~-t~:~ ~:-:~:-:_::_i-::~: ::_: ~_: __ :
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________________ ----~-------t------=--------~------=-------t-------=----
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ____________ 5 ______ ----lf---_____ :=: _______________ fR ______ -----=----------·-------=------· 
58. Number. of bree~ing circles or clubs or improvement associations organized _ !:)- _ or aas1Sted this year _____________________________________________________________________________ - _________ - ___________________________ - ___________ -----_______________________________ _ 
59. 
60. 
61. 
Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations ____________________________ _____ -:: ______ ---'=-----·----==-=---____________ -----=--____ .:::,: ______ --=----
Number of farmers not in breeding circles or improvement associations _ assisted this y«:ar in keeping performance records of animals __________________ --------------=-------_______ :=-__________ =:::-_____________ -=:: __________ -:-:-:-______ ---~-------
N umbe(l)f d~t~~~;s;~:gr!~~~:~-~~ ----------------------------·-·····----________ {:,_ ___________ {,_ ____________ ._ _____________ k  _______________________________ - _____  
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females: ____________________________________ /4 ___________ ,3_ _______ ----=-----------~---·----=-------=--------=----
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs)_ x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x x ____ ,_z._____ x x x x  x 
(4) Improving methods of feeding __________________________________________________ J._. 0 ______ _/!{ __________ d-, t,.---____ -____________ -_________ 'i 'Z-_________ - ______ _ 
(5) Controling external parasites. ___________________________________________________ Jf.t, ____ __ _I h ·-·-____________________ - ______________________ .i_f ______ -·----·-· 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _______________________________ --1~-----~D----__ )_;j ___ fe __________ :=:_ _______ ---=----___ 'l_!J ______ --=----
(7) Controling predatory animals ____________________________________________________ ---' _________ - ___________ - __________ -----____ -------___ --___________ - ---
1 Do not lnolude rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildila, 
62. 
63. 
64. 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 
Include all work ,vlth adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Soil and water 
(a) 
Forestry 
(b) 
Wildlife 
(c) 
Days devoted to line of work by-
( 1) Home demonstration agents ________________________________________________________________________________________ V ______ __ ________________ V- ________________ __ _______ V-- _____ ______ _ 
(2) 4-H Club agents _______________ __ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___________ _... _______________________ V __________________________ ,__ .. ____________ _ 
(3) Agricultural a gen ts ______________________________________________ ------__________________________________________ J __ 2.._ __ ___ __________________ . 8' ____________________________ V"" _____ . ______ . 
Numbe~
4
~f s::;:!~:~0 : ':~~:rswork-was -conducted-this-year ___________________________________________ _____ ______ L ________________ _____ _____ t _____________________________ ;; _____ -------
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistir>g this ye~r ________________________________________ /__']_ ___ ______________________ _ (P-_________________ 
1 
___ ________ --~-- __ ___ _ 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping _____________________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies __________ ____ _ 
(f) With contour farming of cropland.. _________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion ___________________________________________ _ 
0) In summer-fallowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(l) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation.. __________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
__________ L_2- ________ ___ _ 
F 
--------------~ ----------- -
---------7 lJ ____________ _ 
7L-
-- ----- ---- --~ ---- -----------,__. 
---------- 7 --------------
----------- ·----- -------------
--------_J _ ----------------__________ ,.,,-r _____________ _ 
--------__ '& _ ----------------
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization V--
or operations this year ______________________ . ------------------------------
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva- 'g' 
tion plans this year -------------------------- ------------------------------
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite / 2,_ 
farm-conservation plans this year_________ ------------------------------
1 Include nature study. 
(a) In reforesting new areas by plantin~ with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plan tings) ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees _____ ________ ____ __ _ 
(c) With selection cutting _________________________ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(J) In timber estimating and appraisal__ _______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds 
for fish ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such as 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock ____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders ____________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas __________________ _ 
_ ______________ )2-___ ___ ·_ 
---- ------____ j *---------
------ -- - - --- - -- ~ ---------- -:i ....-
v-
------------· __ 3 __ _________ _ 
----------7 !::J.------------
-------------~----------
-------------~ --------
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Ind! vidual farm planning, 
Farm accounts, cost records, adjustments,• tenancy, 
inventories, etc. and other management 
problems 
Farm credit 
(short and long time) Outlook information 
00 W 00 00 
£!'.'~,d~';,~~~ ~; ~;,~:::::•. ag~t, -_- :::::::::: ::::::=:::::: :::::::::: f :::::::::::: :=::::::::·f ::::::::::::: :::::::::i::::::=::::: ::::::::ii:::::: ...... :. 
( 4) State extension workers _____________________________________________ .,,-- ________________________ ,._..,- ------------ __________ ...,..- ______________ ___________ J ________________ _ 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________ ___________ t2.!.._ _________________________ l_ _______________ ----------~--------------- ----------~----------------
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this L b 
yeru ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ----- .. ---- ------------------ ---------~---------------- ------------------------------ _______ j .'z- __ • _________ _ 
records taken during (b) Enterprise___________________ _ ______ }].._ _______________ _ 
Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business_____________ ------------~--------------- 75. Number of farmers assisted this year--Continued. 
the year: .....-(c) Other _______________________ _ 
Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory_____________ ___ --------- Jf ______________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General fa.rm records_________ _ ________ :?, ________________ _ 
keeping- . ...........-
(c) Enterprise records___________ -----------------------------
(e) In getting started in farming, or in re-
locating ___ ___ __ ________________________________ _ 
(J) With credit problems (debt adjustme1:t 
and financial plans) _________________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
Number of farmers assisted this year--
(a) In developing a farm plan only _____________ _ 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ 
(c) In analyzing the farm business _____________ _ 
i../------------7-------------
---------------------- --------
---------~ ·--------------
ments ------------------------------------------
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
purposes---------------------------------------
(i") With farm-labor problems _________________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ ___________ t./: ______ ________ _ (;") In developing supplemental sources of in-come __________________________________________ __ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, International 
trade, Interstate trade 
barriers, transportation, 
interregional competition, 
etc.) 
(a) 
Land policy and programs 
(classification or land ton-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, settlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 
roads and schools for rural 
areas, etc.) 
(c) 
~ ---------------------------
----------- t --------------
f 
v' 
_____ I A,...l) _______________ 00 
------- .3 _ 0 _____________ _ 
Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, part • time 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas ml· 
gration, population adlust-
ments, rural works pro-
grams, etc.) 
(d) 
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ ------------=-----------· ------------=----------- --------------==---------·-· --------~---------------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax collectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ ----------- _.. ---------
1 Include all work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with A.AA and other agencies, and not definitely related to Ind! vi dual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 9) or to soil management 
(p. 7), ll!-2807'- l 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Purchasing 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth General Grain and Livestock hay and wool 1 D airy Poultry and Frults and products eggs 1 vegetables Coton Forest products 
Tobacco, sugar, rice, Home prod- or farm and and other ucts and home sup. cralts plies and 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (•) (f) (q) 
commodities equipment (h) (i) (f) (k) 
83. Days d;l~o~:~: ~~:~:;:i: agents·-· -·--~-----_______ Q __ __ -·---~---__ .__ c9l ____ .. ____ 6 ______ . -~_.(J__ ___ . ---°----· ___ /j_. _____ ---°----· ___ _/_7. __ . __ -----~ · 
(2) 4-H Club agents --------------··--4,/ -··---·-v ----· v" -----~ ----· __ ._/) ___________ (1 ____ .____ !> _____ -·-D --· --0 -----·-c, __ . ·--·-!}; ·-
(3) Agricultural agents _____________ .__ ]$._ ______ --·-'---· . ____ rf}., -----'--·--._._/_ ______ . ·---~-----~·--·-____ t2, _____ .. tJ . ______ ·· ~ --· ·-·--·zr-
(4) State extension workers--·--·--· _____ _. ·-·-_____ ,_, _____ -··---0 --· ______ () ·---·-"----· _____ r_. ____ . ·--· () ·---·· ·-·-~ -----·-· l> ______ -·-·-----_______ ·---
84. Ni;~:o:~u:~:~:t~:r~ which work ___ _/_[ __________ ,.,-_______ ~ ---· ____ .3 _________ l_ __ . __ . ______ O --·-____ 6 _______ . __.3 -··-____ O. ________ / ·---______ _/ -·-
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or / Lj. / I lo i3 g), / 
commiteemen assisting this year __ . ___ -----------·---··---·------__ . __ {Q._ ____ .. __ i}, -·--____ L ---· ______________ ------·-___________________ O --·-· -· / _______ --·-----
86. Number_ ~f new ~ooperatives 2 assisted in !J y--- ~ " (1 D lJ {) C, 
organ1zmg during the year_. __________ . _____ --··-------·--------------·----·------------·--·----·--/) -----· ... LJ. ... -·-·-·-·-·-....... ··-····-··-···-·-····-·· 
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as- £'.) tJ O ~ tJ j 
sisted during the year-···-··-·--··-··-··-· ... L~L .... v··-· ······-····-·!) ..... 0... ···' -·· ....... -···--·· .............. ····-··- 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 ~ v- «1 a a b J O tJ J 6 () '° 
and 87)-·---·····-·-·-·-·---·---·--···-···· -······-·· ···-······· ·····-···· ·······-·· ······--· -·····-·-·-· ···-··-····· ..................... ····-·- -·-· 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
cooperatives assisted during the year o(P j 
(questions 86 and 87) 2-··----·-····-···-· s .. cl .. s .. v.. $ .•. IJ .. $ •. . . ~ .. $ .. cL .. $5D ··-· $ . __ fJ .. $ . •. _ ct . $ .•. o-·· s._.J .. $ .•. _. • •. 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
~~  y~:rcooperatives). assisted .during. ·-/ :Z. ___ . ·--· t/-·-· -·-~ ·-·--·_ ;}.4> __ ... £·-·--· :)_~-. ;).07). ··-~ ... ··-~·-··-·-·1 D .... ~O 
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre- O ""° J oo" IOIJ 
ceding question..-·---··-·····---·--···-···-·· $!>~.~···- $_i_fl.QP.___ $_f}.PO.._. $.,JA1J.,_~. $.IH_Q. __ .$:,.t!.PJ!.~. $1,J:.ei_·--· $.p,.71 .. -. $ .. .0... $$.________ $.L~_/l./J __ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups a.ssisted this year.·-·-·-·~--···-··-·-··-·----···:?:.J·-····--·-··------·-- -···----·---~ ·-·· --·--·-·-· -·-·-. 0 ... ·----
··-· ··-··---1···-···--·--·-
93. 
94. 
95. 
Number of programs 3 pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assist ed in or c9nducted this year._ 
Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year_······-·-·······-··-··-·-·l.·-·--····-----··--··· 
Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year------·---·------·-·--·--·-·-·····-····-·---·-··--········--·4Q····-···-·-······-·· 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year.---·---····-····-····--··-··-·-····---··-·····-············-···-
97. Number of consumer information programs 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year--·-···-··········-
98. Number of programs 3 relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this  year ..... ·-···-···-·····················-----···-·-· 
99. Number of programs 3 relating to transportation problems conducted this year_··-·-··-··-····---····----··-··-·---·--·-·-·····-··-·····-·-·--·····---
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
··-··-· -. a········-··-··· : :: :~ ::: :: ::: 
100. Number of programs 3 relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year_·----·-··--·--·-·····--······-·-········--··-···-·- -·-·--··-···-··------·-··· 
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify)·-·-··---·-------·----·-··-·-·-····-·--··---···---···-···-·············-·····---····1)_··--·-·-·-·-
t Include livestock, poultry, and batching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or feding purposes. • Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, include only the membership and proportionate volume of business originating In the county covered by this report. • OTKanized pieces of work. Ul-28074-1 
102. 
103. 
104. 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Ioclude all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth The house, furnishings, e.ud surroundings 
(a) 
Rural electrification 
(b) 
Farm buildings 
(c) 
Farm mechanical 
equipment 
(d) 
Days devoted to line of work by- 3 () 
(1) Home demonstration agents. _______________________________________________ 1 _________________________________ 0 ___________ -------------- t) ------------ ------------------------------
1;; r~.::::::~,keffl=:::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::=::::::::::: ::::::::::: f :=::::=: ::::::::::::::! :::::::=:: :::::::::::::::¥ ::::::::::: :::::::::-'-~::::=::::=:: 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _______ __ ------------~---------------- ------------~ -------------- ______________ ':/:-. ____________ ------------------------------
N::rer_ of voluntary _local leaders_ or_ committeemen_ assisting_ this ___________ .{) ___________________ • ________ J.f: ________ .. -------------+------------- ------------ lf-------------
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundinfs-Continucd 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
----------------- &" --------
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity---------------------------------
107. Number of families assisted this year_in-
d 
(a) Constructing dwellings ______________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwellings _________________________ _ 
(c) Installing sewage systems ___________________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems _____________________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems __________________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ____________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens ______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) _______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ____________________________________________ _ 
0) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric)-------------------------
(k) Improving housekeeping methods ________ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses __ _ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling flies or other 
insects __________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreak.a or shelterbelta ______ _ 
--------------37--------
------------ ------------------
I ----------------~-----------
------------ 7 t:, ----------
_____________ 71:,----_______ _ 
7.5-
------------- 7 !::,- ------
____________ 7~---------
:::::::::::::rz £ ::-· ~-
(a) Obtaining electricity __________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment ________________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes ____________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
------------- -----------------
----------~--------------
--------- ~ --------------
t/- 0 
d)/ 
~:::::~::Tb:~:~~~=~~::~~~~ 
___________ !/: _____________  
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipmenL_ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructions in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year ______________________________ ----------------------_ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
ginning of cotton. _________________________________________ _ 
------ f2. -g ------------
------36 _____________  
__ ____ 2_g _________  _ 
_____________ 3 __________  
10-28074-1 
NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club membeni and oldor youth Homo productlon of family Food preservation and Food selection and Other health and safety work food supply storage preparation 
------------------------------1- ---('-=a'-) ----1 (b) (c) (d) 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
Days devoted to line of work by: 3 d- 5 /z_ -:i, ½_ 
l~ f ~~~~~;~~;;~;;;:;;~;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;~:~;; ;;~;;;;;;;1·;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;::;;;;;;;t •.................... :.~!i:. ... _:::::::: ::::::::: 1 i .::::::•: :: 
umber of communities in which work was conducted this year. ________ ----------!/-.---------------- __________ Jt._________________ _________ _ ____________________ __ ________ </-------------
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ -----------!/---------------- _________ J ____ ______________ _____ dl, ___________________________ /_() _____________ _ 
Number of families assisted this year-
(a) In improving diets _______________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation __________________ _ 
(c) ln improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 __ 
(I) Of vegetables ___________________ _ 
(2) Of fruits ________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats ________________________ _ 
J3o 
:::::::.::::::~za:.cr::: ]fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
1----------1----.,.-<"'a'-) ---- (b) (c) 
________________ '7.f)- ____ 1. Quarts canned_ ______ ____ __ 2i_;J.I-Q_()__7) _______ ---~1C/,-"9Ql) _________ --------~--(;--~-~--=--
_ _______________ 7..:::,.- _____ 2. Gallons brined ______ ------------------------------ _______ 7 ~2i_(? _________ ------------------------------
_ ______________ 7.!:,- ______ 3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 __ ------------------------------ -------9-,_tJ __ fj:1)_ ________ --·--r.i.------------;,..·-----
_ ______________ 7!:,'""""_____ 4. Cured 3 6 __ ------------------------------ _________________________________ / ·----'! ___ f) 0 _u _____ _ 
115(g) FOOD PRESERVATION BY ADULTS 
(4) Of milk __________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing ________________________________ _ 
(e) With butter or cheese making _______ _ 
(/) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning __________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing ___ _____________ __________ _ 
(3) Drying ____________________________ _ 
::::::::::::::: &1=::: •• : ~: ::::~ •-- -----~J~--~_Q ________ _____ j__~_()__Q _______________ J/.,..i.J~c-0, _____ ~ 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures ____ ______________ _/J}> ______ ~ 
---------- ;;)_ _s1-------
::::::::::;13 .i1::::::::: 115(h) FOOD PRESERVATION BY 4-H CLUB MEMBERS ==========,=========c=============== 
__________ _f _ 0 _() --------- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
_ ____________ 7.!::,. - ________ 1----------1-----('--'a)'---~- (b) (c) 
_ _____________ 7,::i_- ________ 1. Quarts canned. _____ ___ _____ j);J ~ ia-. ______________ ~ ofJ ____________________ gr2) _______ _ 
(4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
(i) In producing and preserving home 
_ ____________ 7 b ______ _ 
2. Gallons brined_ ____ ---------------------------·-· ------------------------------ ------------------------------
3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 ___ ___________ ;2_!l)_'f)_ _______ _______________ D ________________________ ])__ __________ _ 
food supply according to annual 4. Cured 3 6 _ ------------------------------ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
food-supply budget ____________________ _ 
(j) In canning according to a budget_ __ 
(k) With child-feeding problems _________ _ 
____________ -:}::i_ ----------- 5. 
_ __________ 7~ ------------ 6. :::~ , __ _______________ JD ________ ____________ 5 1 __________________ ./ .S--c> : __ : __ : 
------------?::, - ---------- --------'------'=-----'-----__!-/_-_ __!_ _ ___:_ __ _ 
(l) In c:~::v:s~:es~-:~~-~-~~-~-~~~~ ___________ ;LS- ________ _ 
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.) __________________________ _ _ _____________ / !:J ----------
(n) With first-aid or home nursing _________________________________________ ___________ ___________________ ____________________________________________________________ _ -------- _____ :).{) ----------
(o) In removing fire and accident hazards ___________________________________________________________________________ . -----------------------------------------------
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ________________________ ____ __________________________________________ _ :::::::::::::~% .... ::::::: 
_ _________________ O -------117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _______________________________________________________ _ 
1 Sum or tbe subltems minus duplications due to Cnmll.les participating In more than one activity. 
• Weight or finished product art.er drying. 
• Weight or product before curing. 
'Include contents or locker plants and home freezer units. 
• Do not Include vine-matured peas and beans. 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Home man•uement ,_ Family relationships-child Recreation and Inclnde al work with adults, 4-H Clnb members, and older youth family eoonomics Clothing and textiles development co=unity l!e 00 W 00 00 
1
(1) Home demonstration agents _________________________________________ 5!._ _____________________ }{/ ____________________ .t:P, } ______________ ________ f)_t) -§__ ___  
118. Days devoted to (2) 4-H Club agents _________________________________________ -------(/--------______________ {) _________________________ C)_ ______________ -------zy------
line of work by-~ ~ ~t~;:~:~:~i:~e:~rkers:::::::::=::=:::: :::::::~:::::: ::::::: & :::::: ::::::$::::::: :::::::cf:::::: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______________________ ,5l__ _________________________ b._ _____________ ------~--------------~-----
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ________________ L) __________________________ .{)_ _____ ___ _________________ () ____________________________ u_ __________ _ 
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year--
(a) With time-management problems __________ _ 
(b) With home accounts ___________________________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _______________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses _____________________________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food_ ______________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment ___________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations I or individualy, with the 
buying of-(a) Food_ ______________________________________________ _ 
(b) Clothing __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment__ ________ _ 
(d) General household supplies __________________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications) __ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions _________________________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living ____________________ _ 
___________ J _______________  ____________ $ _____________  ________ t,----------
------· __ ~---------------__________ L/-: ______________  
!)-
:>= --------,.;--------
________ .!;>---------
----?~ --------_ ______ 7.!:z.---------
----2~ -------_ _______ ?.!:, -------
______ /_ ~~-------------
_____ d,. V -Q ------
_____ 3~ -~------
NoTE.-Individual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column (j), page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems _____________ _ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles _____ _ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing __ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets ______________ _ 
:1-Dl> 
:::::-z:J~~:::: ------~ .3_d _______  
128. 
Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
Number of families a.ssisted this year--
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems _____________________________________ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships __________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year -------------------• ______________ _ 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education programs: (a) Men _______________________________________ _ 
(b) Women __________________________________ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
individuals __________________________________________________ _ 
7~-------• 7s"=' ____  
____________ , 7 _f:J----:; 
--------' b-----
------d:-I_ 0 ---
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving home recreation_ ___________________________________________ _ 
133.· Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities _________________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
135. 
ties, or meeting programs _____________________________ _ 
Number of communities1 (a) Club or eommunity honse_, ______ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing - (c) Community rest rooms_ 
with organizational problems, programs of activi- ___________________ R ___  
-----------l) ____ _ 
:::::::::::&-:: 
136. Number of communities a.ssisted this year in pro-viding library facilities __________________________________ _ -----------I) ___  
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ _ t 
1 The house-Its arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, Including kitchen Improvements and care or the house-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10. 1 Includes question 122; also families buying throui:h marketing cooperative., organized or assisted, column (k), p. 9, 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects, The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enroled) 
Project Number or boys Number or girls Number of boys 1'umber ot girls Number of units involved lo enroled enroled completing completing completed projects (a) (b) (c) (d) (<) 
:: ~:~:"'-:==:::=::=:::::=:::::::: ·::  ::::: 11-::: ::::: ~ :::=:j::::: ~ =::: ::::=:-~::: :: :=:=:==-/ 'f_ =:3: 
148. Market gardens, truck and canning crops------------------·-----------~---------------------~-------------t;-----------------~------------------------------------~cres 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement)-------------· ---------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------?/";\ __________ Acres 
150. Poultry (including turkeys)--------------------------------------3/------___________ V: ________ -----~l_ __ 7 _____________ J_;?" ___________________ L.1 _ l)_Ll -----· Birds it ~~:•mu!~:~::;~~~~~-::~:- ____ :: __ ::: __ __ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ -: ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~:, ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ :J§ ~ 
m ;~~i~:~;:;-~;,. ground,__ ------- ------: _: ::~: ::: :::::;~::: ::::::::$: :::::Jfj,:::-~-;-~ -;-~-;-~ -~ ~~~~~~ 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) _____ . -----LL-----------~---------------~--________________________ x  x  x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
6  A · lt 1 · · f h 1 t · ·t t t ..-- ~ ~ {---------------Articles made 1 I. grrnu ura engmeermg, arms op, e ec nci y, rac or_________________________ ________________________ _______________________ ________________________ . . V . _,. ___________________ Articles repaired ._- .__- I ..,-162. Farm management _______________________________________________ ,------------------------------;,:;;---------------------:;r--------------x x x  x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
163. Food selection, preparation, and/or baking ________________ .---------~----------________________________________________________ -------------~----{------------------Meals planned g v- / _______________________ Meals served 
164. Food preservation . (Include frotze~ foods) _________________ .----------~---______________ 
3 
_____________________________ 7 _____ -------If'-. _____ ----~ -f-l ____ Quarts preserved 165. Health, home nursmg, and firs aid _________________________ . _____________________________ !/:_______________________________________ ------'J:_.lJ _______ x x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
165a. Child care ______________________________________________________________________ ':_ __________ ---------~------------------------~------------------~---- x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
166. Clothing __________________________________________ . _____________________________ v ----~ ---j _~ ~ -----------v' --1-------~ ~ - { -----~~G~~~:::o:e~:= 
167. Home management (housekeeping) __________________________ . __________ '-:=_ __________ -------------1---------~ ___ ___________________ _ _____________________________________ Units 
168 H f · hi d · t .__ / '(., / l V {-----1~---------Rooms . ome urms ngs an room rmprovemen --------------------------------------------;~----------" ---------11.'. -------___ 0_______ ----\").:~.,.,....----Articles :~: ::, :::;:;'_'_&»d __ :'~::::=::::: ::  ::: ::: :'::::::: ::::::~:::: ::::: :::1: :::::\:: :s:-~-;-;-; ;-;-;-~-; A:'~ 
~ ~~ *~t:~;:ject .enrolment and completion) _______________ . _______ j_J& _________ j _______ \_l_~-----'------~-~-/ -----~-~---! : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ---------------------------------------------- ----k-: 2-
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled. __________________ (a) Boys 1 ___ /.81) __ (b) Girls 1 _____ }._2_2_ 
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing ______________ (a) Boys a_[_"l::,_(J_ (b) Girls • ______ f_f 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
Boys ____ J.-3.__Q __ (b) Girls _____ l_']_k_ members in schooL _______________ (a) 
177. Number of different 4-H Club / 
members out of schooL _________ (a) Boys ____________ Q_ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club / c/-() . / / ]_ members from farm homes ______ (a) Boys ________________ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
179. Number of different 4-H Club /o 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys __________ (D. __ (b) Girls ______________ _ 
Number or Different 4-H Club Members Enroled: 
180. By years Boys (3) Girls (h) 
1st year ______________ --t ________ j'l)() 
2d _____________________ -----3 ---________ /3_ 
3d. _____________________ 3 tf ---______ .;.6,_ 
181 By ages I Boys Girls • (a) (b) 
10 and under ___________ Z) __________ 3~--
lL ____________________ ;i_f. ________ ) 0 ___  
12 ___________________ --fl---·-· 3~ --
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of gTOups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth --------------------------------------
186. Membership in such groups ______________ {(ab) Young men _______ _ 
Young women ___ _ 
I 
187. Number of Out of school memhers Under 21 25 years and byscbool In school years 21-24 yea.rs older status Unmarried Married and age (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (/) 
(1) Young 
men _____ ------------·-_____________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Young 
women. --------·--· __ ______________ ______________ _ ________________________________________ . 
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 
189. Total atendance at such meetings _________________________________ _ 
190. Number of other older rural youth gToups assisted _____________ _ 
191 M b hi . h 9 {<a) Young men ____ _ . em ers p  msue group ________________ (b Young women __ 
192. Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men ____ _ 
tension or other youth groups assisted._ (b) Young women __ 
193. Total number of different young people .. 4th. ___________________ ------6-___ ---If __ ~!:::::::::: :::} :: :::'i ~ -: 
~:::::::::: :::%r:: :::~: 
contacted through the extension pro-
gram for older rural youth. (Ques-
tions 186, 191, and 192, minus duplica-
(a) Young men ____ _ ---------~ 5th. ___________________ --------------______ /]) __ _ 13 ~:~:_:::_:_:::_: _:_: __ :_:: ::::):: 17 ___________________ ----------------------------
8th. ___________________ -------------------------- 18 ___________________ --------------_ ·-·----------
9th. _______________ ------------------------------ 19 _______ --------·-----··-····---------------
10th and over______ ______________ ______________ 20 and over ______ -----····-···-_____________ _ 
182. Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding projects, who received definite waining in-
( a) Judging______ _ _______ l___ (f) Fire a~d accident pre- 1 :J-f) (b) Giving dem- vent10n________________ _ ___ / ____ _ 
onstrations -----~-_ (g) Wildlife conservation__ _ ___ j__/p_t) 
( c) Recreation.al "l (h) ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ _________ ? 
leadership ____ .ciJ.__ (i) Use of economic infor-
(d) Music appre- mation__________________ _ _____ / _h 
ciation_____ ------------ (j) ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~ __ _} ~~ 
( e) Health________ ____________ (k) Forestry___________________ _ __________ _ 
183. Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because of participation in the extension program ____________________________ _ 
184. Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as improving school grounds and conducting local fairs _____________ _ 
___ J_1 
V, 
tions) ____________ ---------------------------___ _ 
Oheck column showing approximate 194. portion of older-youth program de-voted to-
(1) Citizenship, democracy, and 
Under 10 percent 
(a) 
(b) Youngwomen_ 
10-19 percent 20-39 percent 40 ~:~tor 
(b) (c) (d) 
public problems __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
(3) Family life and social customs ________________________________________________________ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-ties _________________________________________________________________________ 1° ___________ _ 
(5) Community service activities ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~  ~::~:~ ::::~~~~-;:~--------1-·--------------------
eluding nutrition and health. ________________________________________________________ _ 
1 Al data in this section are based on the number of different boys and girls participating in 4-H Olnb work, not on the number of 4-H projects carried. 1 Report the total number of diferent boys or girls enroled in club work. This total should equal the sum of the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplications due to the same boy tr girl carrying on two er more subject-mater lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enroled late in the year in connection with tba succeeding year's program. 1 Same as footnote 2, except that reference is to _completions Instead of enrolments. 16-28074_3 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(Report here al work, including war work, not properly included under any or the headings on preceding pages) 
Include al work w .. ,1 adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dees (a) Geoernl-fecder losects 1 (b) Al other work (c) 
195. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents . --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----··-·-.. ------------------------------
~ ~ ~!c~:!:1~::ts ____________________________________________________________ : _____ : ___ ::_=~~~~~: __  :_:::_:2.::~:::: ::::::~,:::::::: ::::1._1_:_: ___ :_::_: 
196. N umbe~
4
~r Sct:n::~
0
~n :~:rs work was conducted this year----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------____________ "}Z_ ____________  
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ___________________________ -----------------------------------------------------------_________ /_~-----------
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that al such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs 
198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
Home demonstration agents 
(a) 
4-H Club agents (b) Agricultural agents (c) 
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, _ 
distribution, and related problems) _____________________________________________________________ ------------------------------_________________________________________ 2. ~ __________ _ 
(2) Problems arising from new military CaJnps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) _____ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
( 4) Other war work (including colection of salvage material)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with theruralpeopleofthecounty. Itis assumed 
that al such work has been reported previously under appropriate problems of the farm or home. 
Assistance to Veterans 
(a) 
U. S.D.A. CouncilsJ 
(b) 
Farm Credit Employment Administration Service 
(c) (d) 
Production and Msrketit>g Administration (e) 
Soil Conserva-tion Service 
(!) 
Farmers Rural Electri-Home flcatioo AdminJstratioa Administration 
(I/) (h) 
Tennessee Valey Authority 
(i) 
Social Security, Public Health, Children"s Bureau (j) 
Other Agencies 
(k) 
199. Days devoted to line ol work by- O l~l ~~S?°1~~: --4--. _fp __ ..... l. . . . :b,_ ~ . J:<1::: . L~ .• : --~-.: . _:___ _;l: _J -•~-T ¥--. 
200. Number ol eommunilies_in whieh work Q - :;). 'J_, i , </ , 4- ~ O i) 
was eondueted Ibis year ________ -----------3------------------·-------------------------------------------_______ \) _____ ·--------
201. Nomhe~~m;~~:~a~::in:e~:i:
1
;8:. _____ 6 _________ J:£ _____________ gL ______ ---*---___ Qr) ________ ;lS-___ i, ____ __\_ t) _________ J ~ _________  t) __________ 1) _________ ~ ___ __  
202. Numhe;~~ ~;e~:;:n~:~i~~:~~8in this _____ %), ___________ / J-' __________ }t ___________ j ___________ J lf-____ ---' ~---_________ ~ ___________ \ ____________ t) __________ \---!---~--
• Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chinch bugs, sod other losects not reported under specific crop or livestock hesdlogs. 1&-28074-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profe..ssion everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the s11ccess of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Days in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "days in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resultin~ from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not m itseU a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demonstrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a re.suit demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a lo~ger period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommend'ed practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter l~er. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
19. A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
20. An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
21. Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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SUMMARY . OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHME.N'l5 DURD~ G 1946-1947 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
DAYS AGEriT SPENT Di OFFICE L.3-1/2 
DAYS AGENT SPENT To FIELD 251 
l!IA.YS AGENT WORKED 294-1/2 
MILES A GENT TBA VELED 12,492 
FARM VISI'l5 MA.DE 917 
OFFICE CALIS AT AGENI' 1S OFFICE 11 819 
TELEPHONE CALLS AT OFFICE 11 943 
:MEETI.l\GS HELD OR ATTENDED 74 
AT'l'.Eili])AfljCE AT THESE MEETToGS 3,972 
NUllBER COMMTT.N'TIIES IN WHICH EXTEi'iSION WORK 
WAS CONDUCTED 8 
NUMBER OF VOLUNTARY LEADERS OR COMMITTEEMEN 
ASSISTING 161 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES Ai1D RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
The County Outlook Meeting was held early in January• This 
meeting was well attended by representative .farmers in the 
county. 
The County Outlook Meeting was followed by local Community 
Meetings. 
Individual farmers were furnished specific outJ.ook material 
and economic data pertaining to their individual needs and 
problems. 
The County Agent cooperated with other Agricultural Agencies 
in supplying economic information to the fann people in 
Edgefield County. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Assistance was given the savannah Valley Soil Conservation 
District. 
Information was given on the construction of farm buildingso 
A number of farm families were assisted in s ecuring plans 
for new homes and the remodeling of their present home. 
A tractor school, a combine school and Farm and Home Labor 
Savi.Ilg Show was held in the County. 
Farmers seemed well pleased with these types of meetings 
and demonstrations • 
AGRONOMY 
'.l'hirty-'!'lf'o (32) farmers entered and completed the 5-Aere 
Cotton Demonstration. 
Farmers in Bigefield County also conducted the f ollOlf:ing 
demonstrations: 
8 Corn 1 Barley 2 -wheat 
1 Silage 1 Cane 2 D.W.Peas 
2 A. W. Peas 
ANDfAL HUSBMDRY 
Request for the vaccination of approximately 500 animals for 
prevention of diseases was sent to the State Veterinarian's 
Of'.fieeo 
! - 2 
FROJECT ACTMTIF.S AND RESULTS (CONTnro:ED) 
ANIMAL HUSBAlillRY ( CONI'nruED 2, 
Assistance was given in formulating feeding rations for 
hogs and poultry. 
Suggestions and advice were given on the treatment of 
minor ills of livestock. Considerable information ns 
given on sanitation and control of parasites. 
DAIB.YING 
Considerable attention was given to the dev,elopment of 
Annual Grazing Crops in the county. A One-])a.y Grazing 
School was held in the summer. 75 livestock men were 
present and took part in the discussion, which was led 
by specialists from Clemson Extension Service. 
More than 300 acree of fescue have beens eeded in the 
county• Considerable increase in the a creage of small 
grain and crimson clover for grazing has been mted. 
ENTOYOLOGY AND PLA}.j'T PATHOLOGY 
Considerable work was done on control of peach curculio. 
Peach growers made use of new insecticide~ in the control 
of peach insects. 
Yueh attention and work was given to boll weevil control. 
Several tons of BoHoC were used with good results in the 
control of boll weevil. Kuch emphasis was placed on sweet-
ened poisoning. This type of weevil control gave good 
results. 
FORESTRY 
Emphasis was pl.aced on good management of woodland. Far-
mers were urged to sell their timber and wood on a unit 
basis. Assistance was given in get.ting timber tallied. 
Selective· cutting ns encouraged where pulpwood was being 
sold. 
Three (3) farms were examined for selective cutting. Three 
(3) farmers completed 5-Acre Pulpwood thinning demonstratiaso 
1,497 AerJ!&· examined, 128 acres marked, 179,230 board feet 
markedo 
3 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES A&D RESULTS (CONI'INUID) 
FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
In six (6) communities 4-H Clubs were organized with an enroll-
ment of 128. la completed demonstrations. Five (5) beef 
calves were exhibited at the Augnsta. Fat Stock Show. All 
animals shown received a prize. Pen of three (3) Winning 1st 
Pri.Ze. 
Corn exhibits were shown at the State Fair and at the Exchange 
, Fair in Augusta., Georgia. 'l'Wo (2) lC>-ear exhibits were award-
ed blue and red ribbons each in both the State Fair and the 
Exchange Club Fair in Augusta. 
HORTICULTURE 
Timely information was put in the hands of peach growers. 
JaIT:illgs were made in a number of orchards to determine the 
percentage of infestation of curculio. Several meetings of 
the peach growers were held. Information relative to produ.ction 
and marketing of peaches was given during the year. 
Monthly Garden Letter 1'88 put into the hands of farm people in 
Edgefield County. 
Group assistance as well as individual help was given to 
producers in Edgefield County. 
Help was extended to loca1 dealers in the purchase of legumes 
seed and boll weevil poisoning material. 
The County Agent •s office cooperated With the Ridge Fruit 
and Vegetable Exchange. 
POULTRY 
Tiro (2) poultry vaccinating demonstrations were given. 
Several plans for the construction of poultry houses and 
equipment were distributed. 
Eight (8) culling demonstrations were given. 
Mu.ch t:iae was devoted to instruction on proper feeding and 
management of poultry• 
J 
( 
PROJm' ACTIVITIES Ahl) RESULTS ( CONTINUED) 
PUBLICITY 
Individua.1 letters written 
Circular letters prepared 
Copies Mailed 
Bulletins distributed 
Press articles 
Radio talks 
VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
818 
30 
17,487 
1,487 
158 
s 
Visual instruction work included the use of motion pictures, 
charts and mps and the showing of BX-tension Exhibits. 
Nine (9) films were shown during 1947, With an attendance of 
approxima tel.y 250. 
AAA. ACTIV1TDS 
The county agent assisted with the educational phas of the 
Ail Program. 
Farmers of B!gefield County received as grant of aid the 
followings 
7,500 lbso A. W. Peas 
457.5 tons lime 
12,700 pounds vetch 
2, 514 tons superphospbate 
49,800 lbs Dixie Wonder pea& 
73,570 feet terracing 
I 
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COUNI'Y, COMMUNITY NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIO.N OF VOLUNTARY 
FARM AND HOME LEADERS 
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTER> 
HON MEMBERS WERE SELECTED 
The Edgefield County Agricultural Committee consists 
of 12 men, five women and one 4-H Club girl and one 4-H. 
Club boy. 
These members were elected jointly by t he County and 
Home A.gent, with the assistance of some of the leading far-
mers of the county. 
In selecting this committee, the objectives were: 
lo To select clear-thinking, 
progressive farm men and 
farm women. 
2. To have all sections of the county 
represented. 
3. To have a l t~es of farming 
representedo 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Mr. L. D. Holmes 
Mr. B. T. Lanham 
Mr. Frank Cooper 
REGULAR COMMTITEE 
Mr. L. D. Holmes 
Mr. B. T. Lanham 
Mr. H. F • Cooper 
Mr. c. c. Jones 
Mr. P. B. Day 
Mr. Vf. D. Lanham 
Mr. J. 1~ .. Smith 
Mr. E. B. Williaj)S 
Mr. M. s. Shaffer 
Mr. J. M. Vann 
Mr. Geo. Rauton 
Mr. ,illiam Bell 
Mrs. A. Lo Burns 
Mrs. J. L. Reames 
Mrs. W. D. Herlong 
Mrs. w. c. Lyon 
Mrs. Raymond Timmerman 
George -Hardy, Jr. 
(4-H Boys) 
Jackie Smith 
(4-H Girls) 
COMMUNITY 
Johnston 
Edgefield 
SWeetwater 
Johnston 
Edgefield 
SWeetwater 
Antioch 
Harmony 
Ropers 
Harmony 
Cleora 
Meeting Street 
Trenton 
Johnston 
Meeting Street 
Limestone 
Sullivan 
Johnston 
Ropers 
Pleasant Lane 
Johnston 
Johnston 
lohnston 
ADDRESS 
Johnston, s. c. 
Edgefield, s.c. 
Augusta, Ga. R-3 
Johnston, S. c. 
Edgefield, S. C. 
Augusta, Ga. R-3 
Edgefield, s.c.Rl 
Johnston, s.c. R3 
Edgefield, s.c.RJ_ 
Johnston, s.c.Rl. 
Edgefield, s.C.R2 
Edgefield, S.C.RJ 
Trenton, s.c. 
Johnston, s.c. 
.F,,dgefield, S.C.R3 
Mccormick, s.c.R2 
Callison, s.c.Rl 
Johnston, s.c. 
Edgefield, S.C.Rl. 
Edgefield, S.C. R2 
3ohnston, s.c. 
Johnston, s.c .. 
Johnstou, s.c. 
( 
FAR LABOR SUB-COMMITTEE 
NAME 
Mr. B. T. Lanham 
Mr. Vf. D. Lanham 
Mrs. A. L. Burns 
COMMUNITY 
Edg!.field 
Ropers 
Limestone 
STATE AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE 
Mr. La D. Holmes 
Mrs. Della Harling 
Johnston 
Antioch-Modoc 
DUTIF.s Arm RESPONSIBILTI'IlS 
ADDRESS 
Edgefield, S .c. 
Edgefield, S.C.Rl 
McCormick, S.C. R2 
Johnston, S.C.R3 
Modoc, s.c. R1 
The duties of these committees are to assist the forces .employed 
in the county in the development of a program of work which whould 
i nclu.de not only those things that are necessary to be done at the 
present time, but also to bring to their attention the things which 
should be included in the development of a long time program. 
The committee is helpful in rendering valuable aid to the Eletension 
Force by assisting in assembling and analyzing data relating to the 
Extension Service the projects which should be emphasized most. This 
has resulted in a more effective program of work being developed in 
the county. The fact that each section of the county is represented 
on the planning committee is a help as each section has its own indivi-
dual problems . 
ORGANIZED COMMUNITIES AND NEIGHBORHOODS, S:IOWil'lr NEMBER OF ACTIVE 
COMMITTEEMEN 
COMMUNITY NEIGHBORHOOD NO. COMMITTEEME.N 
Antioch Antioch 8 
Cleora 4 
Red Hill 7 
Ropers Ropers 5 
Morgana 6 
SWeetwater 7 
Callison Callison 5 
Limestone 8 
Sullivan 9 
Colliers Colliers 9 
Flat Rock 7 
Edgefield Edgefi eld 6 
Berea 2 
Harmony 5 
Johns ton Johnston 7 
Long Branch 12 
Philippi 4 
Pleasant Lane Pleasant Lane 8 
McKendree 8 
Trenton Trenton 8 
Bettis Acadenzy- 6 
\--
ourLINE MAP OF COUNTY SHOJHNG LOCATION OF 
ORGANIZED COMMUNITIES AND l'lEIGHBORHOOOO, WITH SYMBOI.S 
SHOWING RESIDENCE OF MEMBERS OF COUNTY, COMMUNITY., AND 
.NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS IS ON THE FOLLOWINJ PAGE • 
• 
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LIMmG PROOR.AIII 
Voluntary leaders were mailed educational material and asked 
to tell their neighbors of the benefits to be derived from agricultural 
lime. 
GARDEN PROORAM 
A monthly garden letter was mailed to the voluntary leaders and 
also to all farm operators in the countyo Voluntary leaders were ask-
ed to assist with this program. 
FARM LA.BOR PROGRAM 
Voluntary leaders assisted With this program to some extent by 
keeping the county office informed as to labor conditions in their 
neighborhoods or coIIDI1.unities. 
RED CROSS 
Red Cross Program was succetisful. in that the quota was over-
subscribed. Assistance was given by voluntary leaderso 
POOT WAR ACTIVTIIES 
FARM LABOR PROGRAM 
This program was conducted with the aelp of a Farm Labor 
Assistant., Mr. W. G. Yarborough., Edgefield., s. c. The principal 
work done was in securing laborers for the farmers throughout 
this county and the combining of small farmers 1s graino Mro Jo N. 
Smith., Johnston., s. c • ., acted as Special Farm Labor Assistant dur-
:ing the peak of the peach season. 
NUI'RITION PROORAM 
The county agent and the home agent also assisted the nutrition 
committee when possible and worked toward in1proving nutritional con-
ditions for those f armers who needed help along this lineo 
FOOD, FEED PRODUCTION A1'ill CONSERVATION 
Emphasis was placed on this program and the results have been 
encouragingo Large amounts of food have been conserved and practical-
ly every silo in the county has been filledo 
:10 
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POOT WAR ORGANIZATIONS 
The county agent and soil conservation technician organized 
County USDA Council. 
This council operated as somewhat of a clearing house for 
agricultural work in the county. The county agent acted as chairman. 
Monthly meetings were held wi th practically all agricultural agencies 
in attendane. The folloWing agencies and their representatives co-
operated: 
Production & Credit 
RF.A 
Federal Land Bank 
County Administrative Officer 
Soil Conservationist 
Farm Home owners Corpo 
County Chairman AAA 
Forest Representative 
Home Dem. Agent 
Assist. Home nem. Agent 
Farm Bureau Secretary 
Service Of fie e 
Agriculture Teacher 
Agriculture Teacher 
Agriculture Teacher 
Labor Assistant 
Veterans• Teacher 
Veterans• Teacher 
Veterans' Teacher 
Veterans' Teacher 
Lunch Room Supervisor 
Mr. J. H. Courtney, Trenton, s.c. 
Mr. w. c. Lyon Edgefield, s.c. 
Mr. Gordon Duckett Greenwood, s.c. 
Mr. J. A. Hungerpiller Edgefield,s.c. 
Mr. H. H. Odell Edgefield, S.C. 
Mr. Ben Freeman, Edgefield, S.C 
Mr. -w. D. Lanham Edgefield, s.C.Rl 
Mr. s. G. Reel Edgefield, s.c.R:J, 
Miss Ha1Tiet Gandy Edgefield s. c. 
Miss &izabeth 11oodward 11 11 
Mr. Jo M. Vann Trenton, S. C. 
Mr. J. C. Seawright Edgefield, s.c. 
Mr. Fred Wyse Johnston, s.c. 
Mr. Gilliam Prince Edgefield, s.c. 
Mr. R. T. Bishop Trenton, s. c. 
Mr. W. G. Yarborough Edgefield, s.c. 
Mro Todd Rainsford Edgefield, S.C.Rl 
Mr. James Wise Edgefield, s.c.Rl 
Mr. James Eidson Johnston, s. c. 
Mr. Maurice Smith Johnston, s. C. 
Mrs. Rosela Warren F.dgefield, s.c. 
1.1. 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESUL'IS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Outlook Meeting, !arm Records, Complete Farm and Home Accounts, 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies and Fa.rm Planning Demonstrations 
comprised the work in Agricultural Economics. 
OUTLOOK MEETING 
The County outlook Meeting was held at the Count,J Courthouse on 
January 220 Outlook infonnation was presented to 154 farm men and women 
of F.dgefield Countyo Four (4) leading farmers of the county took part 
in a panel discussion of their conception of the outlook for 19470 Their 
comments were very timely and well received by the group. 
Three (3) Outlook Meetings were held in three communities of the 
county. A total of ll5 farm men and women attended these meetings. 
Farmers acted upon the information relative to the fertilizer 
situation and made every effort possible to secure fertilizer early. 
This resulted in a reals ervice to the farmers. 
COMPLETE FARM RECORDS 
Two (2) Edgefield County Farmers kept complete farm records on 
their farm operations in 1947 o These records were taken by nr. M. c. 
Rochester, EX:tension Leader, gricultural Economics. 
ADDRESS 
SIZE OF FARM 
ACRES CULT. 
TYPE OF 
FARMING 
Cotton 
y 
Frank ¥est 
J. M. Vann 
Modoc, s.c. R-1 
Trenton, s.c. 
6.51 
701 Cotton and Peaches 
COMPLETE F.AR.lvf Mill HOME ACCOUNrS 
One farmer kept a complete Farm and Home .Account, These results 
when available in sununarized form will be used in the same way as the 
Complete Farm Records. 
COOPERATED WITH FARM CREDIT AGENCIES 
The County Agent cooperated With the Aiken-F.dgefield Production 
Credit Association. Also the Home Owners Cooperation in their work of 
extending Farm Credit to tha farmer s of Edgefield County. 
The County Agent has met from time to time in an advisory capacity 
to 9oards and directors of the production credit association and the Home 
Owners Cooperation. Individual assistance has been given a number of far-
mers in planning their credit needs and the best means of supplying these 
needs. 
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERI~G 
Agricultural Engineering work during 1947 included Soil 
Conservation, Farm Buildings, Rural Electrification, Fann Machinery 
and cost studies for Tractor farming compared to mule farming. 
Work in soil conservation was conducted through the Savaim.ah 
River Valley Soil Conservation District. 
TERRACING: 
Terracing during 1947 was done by two terracing uni ts in 
the county. 920 acres of land has been terraced and many more 
requests were received than could be filledo 
In addition to acres of terracing listed above it is estimat-
ed that many more acres of land was terraced with farm owned equip-
ment. 
DIS TRIC'r FARM PLA1~S 
Farmers continue to request farm plans at a rather rapid 
rate. 94 farm plans have been prepared by the Soil Conservation 
Sergice. The County Agent has assisted in preparing a number of 
these plans and has been of material aid in the execution of the 
plans. One farmer's entire farm operations have been changed as 
a result of a farm plan. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF SOIL CONSERVATI01~ PRACTICE'S 
As a result of Community Meetings with the soil conservation 
technician a number of farms inaugurated soil conservation practices. 
This has been very noticable with annual grazing programs. 
To further the soil conservation program in Edgefield 
County community meetings were held to explain what assistance could 
be received through the Savannah River Valley Soil Conservation Pro-
gram. At these meetings demonstrations on the construction and 
maintenance of terraces were given. 
SUMMARY OF SOIL CONSERVATION WORK: 
The tables on the following pages give a sUllllllary of the 
following: 
1. Extension Educational Activities 
2. Extension Demonstrations in establishing soil 
conservation practices o 
J. A summary of all soil conservation practices 
established in Edgefield county during 1947. 
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SOIL CONSERVATION REPORT FORM NO. 1 
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES - - - - SOIL CONSERVATION 
Monthly group conferences agricultural workers 
Community Education meetings held within the 
district 
Method demonstration(establishing practic~) 
Meetings at result demonstrations 
County Agent assisting farm planning 
Informational circular letters 
Informational news articles 
Soil conservation exhibits 
County agent 1s meetings with District Supervisors 
District Soil Conserva tion program With 4-H Clubs 
Annual meeting of county association 
County or community meetings held on soil 
eonservation district organization 
I 
County agent's radio program With Soil 
Conservation Service Representative 
NUMBER 
10 
8 
10 
1 
9 
4 
38 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
ATTENDANCE 
91 
312 
280 
38 
16 
296 
0 
0 
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SOIL CONSERVATI0111 REPORT .FORM NO. 2 
Extension demonstration establishing soil conservation practices 
December 1, 1946 - November 30, 1947 
Perenial lespedeza 
(meadow strips and field plantings) 
Kudzu (meadow strips and field plantings). 
Strip cropping 
Permanent pastures 
Summer and Winter annual cover crops 
TeITace construction 
Terrace maintenance 
oodlot management demonstrations 
(Forestry practices 
Forestry plantings 
NUMBER 
8 
1 
4 
8 
7 
2 
6 
2 
l 
2 
1.5 
SOIL CONSERVATI01~ REPORT FORM .NOo 3 
SUMMARY OF SOIL CONSERVATI01\I PRACTICES ESTABLISHED IN COUNTY 
(This teport includes farm under district agreement, wide spread 
application of soil conservation practices by the cli.strict 
Extension Demonstrations and others) 
47 Plans 7293 Acres 
1 Terracj_ng contractor 3310 ti 
Approved rotations 1448 ti 
Strip cropping 2200 ti 
Kudzu Plantings 23 " 
Sereci.a 278 n 
T@lTa.Cing 5410 II 
Meadow outlets 55 If 
Pasture Improvement 548 n 
1 ood Plantings 20 " 
Woodland Improvements 1974 n 
Dminage 94 II 
Combined treatment 8560 If 
lO meetings - - - - - 188 in attendance 
8 method demonstrations 44 ~ " 
46 articles for newspaper 
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FARM LABOR ACTIVTIIES 
The Farm Labor Program in Edgefield County continued Yci. th 
Mr. w. G. Yarborough as Labor Assistant on a full time basis, 
and Mr. J . N. Smith, Special Labor Assistant on a part time 
basis. 
Assistance was given to a large number of farmers in Edge-
field County. 
The follo'Wing is a surrunary of some of the activities of the 
Farm Labor Program in Edgefield County: 
PART TIME FULL TIME 
TYPE OF FARMERS WORKERS WORKERS 
OPERATION ASSISTED PLACED PUCED 
Peach 
Harvest J6 4lo 10 
Picking 
Cotton 60 310 00 
Geno Farm 
Work 27 50 25 
Harvesting 
Grain 15 60 00 
Tractor 
Operators 5 5 
Farm Timber 
Cutting & 
Thinning 40 200 3 
TCYI'AL 183 1030 43 
Training of farm workers in the county was carried mainly as 
on the job trainingo Special classes and w ork shops were 
conducted in care and operation of farm machinery. 
Three (3) schools were held on tractor and combine maintenance 
and operation With 125 people in attendance. 
This training was made available to boys enrolled in 4-H clubs 
as well as the older youths in the county. 
Assistance has been given to veterans that have set up special 
type of services t or farm peopleo i e have a steam creosoting 
plant in the county that is contributing materially to the 
1.7 
FARM LABOR ACTIVITIES (CONT.) 
grazing program in that it insures an adequate supply of 
quality fence posts at a price that the farmers can afford 
to pay. This plant is operated by a returned serviceman 
and former 4-H club member. 
Another former 4-H club member and returned serviceman 
is operating a very good cement block machine. This is of 
considerablB service to the farmers in Edgefield County in 
that i£ provides good building material near at home, thus 
lessening the cost to fue builder. 
Farmers have taken advantage of this service and it is very 
definitely reflected in an increase of better quality farm 
building in this county. 
FA'RM AND HOME LABOR SHOW 
A joint farm and home labor sav:ine show was held with 
Saluda County. 
Approximately 1,000 farm people attended this show. 
Local farm machinery and equipment dealers cooperated with 
this show to make this one of the best shows in the state. 
:18 
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FARM BUILDING 
Farmers as a whole in the county seem to be turning to a 
more permanent type of farm structureo Careful thought as 
to the type of building that will be best suited to their 
needs is in evidence among the fann people of the countyo 
Extensive use has bem made of plans for farm buildings and 
homes that have been available thrdUgh the Extension Agri-
cultural Engineering Division of Clemson Collegeo This hf:!.S 
been especially true of plans for new and remodeled farm 
homeso 
Considerable use has been made of newer types of building 
material. Concrete blocks are being used quiet extensively 
in farm building construction in the county. Concrete blocks 
have been available in the county from a local manufacturer, 
a former 4-H club member, ov,ms and operates this plant. A 
very good quality product is being turned out from this plant 
and it is rendering a very worthwhile ser.tice to the farm 
people in Edgefield county. 
'J'he following is a summary of plans and summary of information 
given to farmers on building plans a 
BUILDING 
Farm Homes 
General Type Barns 
Silos 
Dairy Barns 
Brooder Rous es 
Poultry II 
Sweet Potato Curing House 
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 
NUMBER 
8 
6 
3 
4 
6 
4 
l 
Several miles of rural electric lines have been constructed 
in the county this yearo With the completion of the RFA 
lines now under construction, the county Will be pretty well 
covered with electric service. More than 1600 farm families 
now have access to electric service. Of these, less than 
one-third have running water, leavlng much to be done of the 
rural water systems • 
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RURAL TELEPHONES 
There has been a tremendous increase in the number of rural tele-
phones in Edgefield County this yearo More than fifty telephones 
have been installed in farm homes in the county, not having ser-
vice beforeo 
F.AFM TO MARKET ROA:00 
Considerable mileage of roads have been and are in the process 
of being sufaced treated in the county. This is aiding ms.terial-
ly in farmers being able to market their farm products at less 
expenditure in time and moneyo ,7ith the exception of a very few 
isolated places all cormnunities in the county may be reached by a 
hard surf ace roado 
IMPROVED GTIB : 
Improvements have been made in six ( 6) of the larger gin stands in 
the county o One complete new gin stand, equipped With modern 
equipment throughout has been constructed in the county. Another 
of the gins stands has been equipped with the very latest in 
extracting and cleaning equipm.ento Farmers find it very difficult 
to believe that a gin can remove such a large quantity of trash 
and dirt from the s eed cotton and turn out such a good sample of 
lint. 
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TRACTOR FARMING COSTS A.ND DA TA 
With the assistance of Mr. G. H. Bonnette, Special Farm Labor 
Assistant, a cost enterprise record of 1947 farming operations 
were made in 9 representative farms in the county. Three (3) 
of these farms might be list~d as all mule or·horse power farms , 
three (3) as combination l!lule and tractor, and three (3) as 
tractor farms . 
These studies are in the process of being compiled and when 
they have been completed the information will be used as an 
indication of cost of power on farms in Edgefield Countyo 
FARMS SURVEYED 
KIND OF CROP TYPE 
NAME ADDRESS POWER ACRE OF FARM 
Jo N. Smith Johnston, s . c. Tractor 216 Cotton 
Grain 
Maurice Smith Johnston, s .c. Tractor 295 II 
William Herlong Johnston, s.c . Tractor 148 n 
Jam.es Wise Johnston, s.c . Comb. 139 rt 
Leo Herlong Johnston, s.c . Combo 195 It! Ii 
Lewis Herlong Trenton, s.c. Comb. 76 " 
Ho C. Herrin Trenton, s .c. Mule 36 Cotton 
Hugh Shealey Johnston, s.c. Mule 58 Cotton 
William Bell Edgefield, s .c. Mule 112 Cotton 
An additional survey is being made in the county to determine the 
amount and kind of tractors and tractor equipem.ent on each farm in 
the county. This information will be kept on file in the county 
agent 1 s office. Studies from time to time and local demonstrations 
Will be set up using this information. General as well as specific 
recomm.enda tions will be mde to farmers on the bas.is of this survey o 
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AGRONOMY 
Extension erk in agronomy for 1947 was composed of demonstrations 
and educational work With cotton, winter and summer legumes, green 
manuring crops, legumes for seed and hay, annual grazing crops, per-
manent pastures and fertilizers. 
I 
A summary of these results follows: 
COTTON 
SIDW-4.RY OF FIVE-ACRE COTTON STAPLE INPROVEMENT DEMONSTRATIONS-1947 
Lbso Seed Yield TOTAL Total Net 
NAME Cotton Lint VALUE Cost Profit 
L. E. Smith 
H. S. Toney 
R. To Hill 
14000 
11250 
8250 
W. G. Smith,Jr, 16000 
Frank Herlong 11000 
W. Do Herlong 10000 
, 
Ben Herlong 11600 
H. Ma Herlong 9740 
Dan Herlong 8480 
Lewis Herlong 9900 
J. W. Yonce, Jro 13450 
J. w. Yo~ce,sr. 8150 
John R. Blocker 7220 
J .w. Quarles 
Fo Bouknight 
Bill Watson 
Jam.es Wise 
8450 
10800 
9990 
8000 
Franklin PeITY 1600 
Ao S. Clarke 
Jt o. Clark 
14600 
12500 
4200 $1824.~o $790000 $103~00 
3150 
2250 
4800 
4000 
3800 
4100 
3050 
2300 
2450 
3760 
2100 
l.905 
2250 
3120 
3000 
2500 
4800 
4700 
3150 
1343.00 567.00 
1012000 479000 533000 
2116.00 1142000 974000 
1650.00 590.00 1060.00 
1416.oo 670.00 746.oo 
1712.00 614000 1098.50 
1284.oo 485.oo 799.00 
1015.oo 495.oo 580.00 
1204.oo 530.00 674.oo 
1640080 787o5o 
1001.00 430.00 
920.00 403050 
1070.00 450.00 
lla6oOO 572 oOO 
1290000 479000 
1070000 440.00 
853.00 
581.00 
516000 
570000 
904000 
810.00 
530000 
2116000 114ooOO 1976000 
18c0.oo 645.oo 1215.oo 
1348000 475000 873000 
22 
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SUMMARY OF 5-ACRE carTON CONTEST CONI'INUED 
Frank BeITy 8200 2340 992 . 00 512000 480. oo 
Roy Smith 136o0 3300 1489000 595000 894000 
J. R • Penn 8000 2100 979.00 506. 00 472.~ 
J. Mo Vann 1.5400 4500 1935. 00 790.00 1145. oo 
L. A. Claxton 14750 3900 1687000 700000 987000 
William Vann 13500 3550 1551.00 775000 776.00 
J. D. Mathis 13700 3700 1650000 512.00 1038000 
J. N. Smith 20000 5300 2665. oo 1050000 161.5000 
Marion Smith 16500 4600 2072. 00 995. oo 1077. 00 
Jo Mo smith 13800 3700 1634, 00 81,. 00 819. 00 
L. Mike Herlong 
11540 2750 1272000 575.00 897 000 
TOTAL 368970 10502.5 463 , 910000 19, 988 443 , 822 . 00 
AVG. PER 
ACRE 
IMPROVED SEED 
307022 132.17 
The South Carolina Crop Improvement Association has encouraged the 
growinb of certified cotton seed. Considerable acreage of certifi-
ed seed will be produced in Edgefield County this year. 
The 5-Acre Cotton Demonstrations have proven the value of good cotton 
seed of known origin. Edgefield county farmers are largely planting 
a variety of a~ improved wilD resistant cotton. 
PROPER HARVESTING AND GIN~ING OF corTON 
Reported under Agricultural .C.Ugineeringo 
FERTILIZER DEMONSTRATIONS 
The fertilizer demonstrations with varying amounts of nitrogen were 
continued. 
A summary of these results follows on the next page: 
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FERTILIZER DEMON:>TRATIONS 
AMOUNT 
NAME APPLIED STAND YIELD 
J . fl . Smith 100# N Fair 60 
36# p 
36/1 K 
60# N 
27# P 
27# K Fair 35 
9# N 
27# P 
27# K Fair 28 
REMARKS: Pair Stand - Weather conditions favorable 
James ·ise 100# N 
36# p 
36/1 K Fair 55 
60/I N 
27# P 
27# K Fair 40 
9# N 
27# P 
27# K Fair 30 
y 
REMARKS: Corn damaged some after maturity - excessive rain 
SILAGE PRODUCTION 
one demonstration in the production of silage was conducted in 1947 
NAME CROP YIELD YIELD PER A. COOT 
Ho F. Cooper Hegari 250 T 25T $6.oo Per Ton 
OATS FOR SOIL BUILDI NG 
Considerable acrea Je of oats was grown for soil buildi ng. Oats were 
seeded in the fall Without much la.nd preparation. Several farmers took 
advantage of assistance under the AAA Program to put in this crop. 
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HYBRID CORN DEMONSTRATIO~ 
VARlF!'Y YIELD 
H. C. Herrin V-40 35 Bu. Some better 
than regular 
com. 
Eulie Dorn 0-790 45 Bu. well pleased 
ll'itb. yield. 
c~o. Hardy Woods 240 40 Bu. Weevil damage 
heavy. 
I. D. Yonce S-350 Too ppor stand to leave. 
llarion Quarles S-315 35 Bu. Couldn't tell 
much difference. 
F. F. Rains.ford S-240 45 Bu. Wouldn't plant 
anything but 
hybrids. 
J. D. Kemp Truckers 
Favorite .35 Bu. Fair 
B. T. I,anbam Truckers 
Favorite 35 Bu. Fair 
• 
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF SMALL GRAIN DEMONSTRATIONS 
OA'IS 
NAME 
Jo 111. Smith 
James :Tise 
WHEAT 
Franklin Perry 
Cleve Holmes 
BARLEY 
Frank BeITY 
PLA.INSME.L\I MILO 
Jeff 'l'right 
Frank Cooper 
FERT. 
VARIETY USED 
Victor Soda 
Grain 200# 
Victor Soda 
Grain 200# 
400# 0-10-6 
Hardi-Red 
Hardi-Red 
Calhoun 
Qwnless 
ACREAGE 
4 
LEGUMES FOR SOIL BUILDIID: 
DIXIE WONDER PEA 
Lo TI. Holmes 
Po B. Day 
A. Vi . PEAS 
Horace Holmes 
Tom Holmes 
LEGUME SEED 
DATE 
SEEDED 
Oct. 8 
Octo 12 
Nov. 15 
Novo 22 
Nov. 18 
July 1 
June 25 
Nov. 20 
Dec. 5 
Novo l 
Oct. 23 
RATE 
SEEDED YIELD 
2-1/2 B. 85 Bu. 
3 Buo 80 Bu. 
l Bua 35 Bu. 
2 Bu. 48 Bu. 
:J 
3 Buo SO Buo 
EKceJ..lent 
EXcellent 
Ex:cellent 
Excellent 
Fair 
Good 
8,500 pounds of Austrian winter peas were secured by farmers through 
AAA as a grant of aida 
ANNUAL GRAZING CROPS 
Annual graz:ing crops are very important in the economical production 
of milk and livestock. Considerable time has been spent in urging 
dairy men arid livestock producers to seed crops for this purpose. The 
value of these crops was deJ11onstrated this year when on most of the 
farms a lacl{ of rainfall during the summer months caused pastures to 
furnish less grazing than usual. 
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ANNUAL GRAZING CROPS(CONTINUED) 
A grazing school was held With 65 people in attendance. 
Two winter grazing demonstrations were completed in 1947. 
A summary of this demonstration follows: 
NAME 
L. D. Holmes 
Horace Holmes 
LIME PROGRAM 
CROP 
Oats 
Vetch 
A,.WoPeas 
Rye-
Vetch 
ACRFS 
51 
30 
ANIMAI.S 
GRAZED 
90 
30 
DAYS 
GRAZED 
120 
During 1947 4.57 o5 tons of limestone was delivered to faTT".aers in 
Edgefield Countyc 
SWINE 
Extension work Vii th hogs in 1947 consisted chiefly of furnishing 
information regardii.ng feedin~ practices and disease control to 
farmers. 150 requests for vaccination of hogs for the prevention 
of cholera were handled through the agent's office, approY..ima.tely 
500 hogs were treated. Practically all of this work is done through 
the office of the State ,reterinariano 
MEA~ CUTTING AND CURING 
The county a;ent has given assistance wheever possible in meat cut-
ting and curing. 
55,000 pounds meat was dured through the local locker plant 
50,000 pounds fresh meat by farm people 
394 locers rented. 
BEEF CATTLE 
Beef cattle in 1947 consisted of placing purebred sires, cows and 
heifers and also grade cows and heifers,. Information also was given 
regarding pastures, grazing crops, feeding practices and herd manage-
ment. Producers in Edgefield County sold 38 head of purebred and 
grade cattle. These cattle returned to their owners $14,5200 Beef 
cattle in .Zdgefield County are improving steadily each year. Steers 
bred in the county usually mke a good showing in the livestock shows 
that are held in this area. 
PUREBRED SIRES 
7 purebred Hereford bulls were placed with Edgefield County Farmers 
in 1947. A summary of these placing is given on the following page: 
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SUMMARY BEEF BULLS PIACED IN 1947 
NAME ADIBESS NUMBER BREED 
Joe Cox Johnston, s. c. l Hereford 
W. B. Jamison Johnston, s.c. l II 
James Wise Johnston, s.c. l II 
L. D. Swearingen Modoc, SoC. l If 
Robert McICie Edgefield l If 
Joe Herlong Johnston, s.c. 1 ,, 
Albert Rainsford Edgefield, S.C. l II 
DAIRYING 
EK"tension work in dairying in 1947· included educational and 
demonstration work in hay production, grazing, crops, growing and 
curing roughages and pasture worko 
Plana for hay curing racks advocated by Extension Service have been 
placed with farmers throughout the county and especially to dairy-
iren and other cattlemen. 'lnis method of hay curing is jncreasing 
i n popularity. 
SILO CONSTRUCTION: 
SILAGE PRODDCTION: 
Discussed under Agricultural Engineerying. 
Discussed under Agronomyo 
ANiilIIAL GRAZING CROPS: Discussed under Agronomy. 
PUREBRED SIRES (DAIRY) 
During the year 2 purebred dairy bulls were placed with Edgefield 
county farmers. Placements are as fallows: 
NAME 
J. D. Kemp 
Frank Cooper 
ADDRESS 
Edgefield, S. c. 
Augusta, Ga.. R-3 
NUMBER 
l 
l 
BREED 
Jersey 
Jersey 
The county cgent also assisted cattlemen in improving and es:ta.blish-
ing permanent pastures. The number of dairy cattle in ~dgefield 
county is steadily increasing and indications are that this industry 
will continue to g r<:fK o 
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FOUR-H BEEZ CALF CLUB WORK 
REPORTED UNDER BOIS I FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
CREEP FEEDING OF CALVES 
ill cattlemen have been advised of this method of feeding calves 
and have been furnished plans ahawing how to construct creepso 
Many of the cattlemen are using this method of feeding calves 
and are well pleased with the results. 
llOLE COLT PRODUCTI0!\1 
'1hre are three Jacks in the County and many home raised mules 
are at work on Edgefield County farms. 
ICISCELLAnEOlB WORK 
12 Casting demomtrations were given. 
The burdizzio method was used in the casting demonstrations. 
Fann.era have been advised to do both dehorning and castrating 
llhile the animals are young. 
Two (2) delousing demonstrations were given. llDT spray was 
used in these demonstrat ionso 
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ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in Entomology and Plant Pathology in 1947 
consisted of work With crop diseases and insects. 
BOLL WEEVIL CONTROL 
Infestation counts were made weekly in different sections of 
the county and farmers were informed as to the infestation. 
A circular letter was sent out on boll weevil controlo 
2800 gallons of molasses and approximately 10 tons of B.H.C. 
and 1JJr dust were used by the farmers. 
Following is a summary on boll weevil control: 
MATERIAL 
NA.ME lEED APPLICATIOr5 ACRES 
James W'iae 1-1-1 2 
BHc&IJDT 3 
Mike Herlong 1-1-1 2 
BHC&DDT 3 80 
Marion Smith BHC&DDT 2 120 
Frank est BH8&.DDT 2 100 
Press Lyon 1-1-1 1 
BHC&DDT 3 25 
Charles Jones BHS&DDT 2 20 
J. w. Yonce BHS&DD'l' 2 45 
I. D. Yonce· BHC&DJY? 3 40 
R. T. Hill BH8&Im 3 60 
. R. To Timmerman BHC&DDT 3 45 
30 
RESULT 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
GOOD 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Graph shonng boll weevil infestation count on following page. 
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PF.A.CH INSECT CONTROL 32 
Peach growers were in.formed as to the methods of controlling all 
peach insects and diseaseso everal growers getting parasites to 
control Oriental M6th. 
NAME ADDRESS NUMBER OF PARASITES tANfJMBFR 
GRES 
I. D. Yonce Johnston, S.Co 1,050 20 
Lo Ao Claxton Johnston 1,050 20 
Marion Smith Trenton, SoC. 1,000 20 
Buster Yonce Johnston, SoC• 2,500 30 
.J:1:agefield 
I so Jo D. McClendon 1,000 
Jo Wilbur Yonce Johnston, S.Co 1,450 30 
Billy Yonce Johnston, s.c. 1,050 20 
Cecil Yonce Johnston, s.c. 400 10 
G. L. Hardy Johnston, s.c. 2,100 40 
Mrs. W .Bouknight Johnston, s.c. 4,ooo 50 
Bill Derrick Johnston, S.Co 1,450 20 
A.. S. Clark Johnston, s.c. 1,200 20 
Henry Yonce Johnston, S.Co 2,400 40 
Lo D. Holmes Johnston 15,000 250 
Char lie Holmes Johnston, s.c. 6,000 100 ,.,, 
Mark Boatwright Johnston, s.c 0 1,000 20 
J. M. Vann _Trenton, S.Co 4,ooo 75 
COTTON STALK DESTRUCTION 
Farrners were advised by newspaper articles and personal contact to 
destroy thei~ cotton staL~s. 
LEAF CATERPILLAR IN SOYBEANS 
Four (h) demonstrations were conducted inc outrol of leaf cater-
pillar in soybeans o A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
1WIB ACRES INFEST. · MATERIAL 
lBED RESULT 
Roy Smith 25 Heavy DDT Fair 
James Wise 20 It DDT Fair 
J. N. Smith 20 ti DDT Fair 
w. G. Slllith 50 II Cryolite Poor 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Farmers and others were advised as to the control of misce l laneous 
insects and plant diseases effeciing crops and shrubberyo This 
information was given personally and through newspaper articles 
and circular letters. 
SCREW'..JJ'fORL CONTROL 
Screw-worm control, arranged for local dealer to stock Smear #62 
for the control of screw-worm. Two (2) demonstrations were given. 
DDT CONTROL 
Four f4) demonstrations on use of DDT were given. Two (2) on 
dairy b ams and two on farms o 
A summary oft these demonstrations follows: 
NAME TYPE MATERIAL USED RESULTS 
Dime Hollingsworth Barn 2% DDT Good 
Joe Lanham Milk II 5% II Elccellent 
L .. D. Holmes Poultry Ho 5% II " 
w. Do Lanham Milk Barn I ,. 2c1 ( 1J Good 
BEEKEEPING Work in beekeeping consisted chiefly of educational 
work and individual aid to beekeepers. 
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FORESTRY 
More interest bas been taken in good forestry management in Edge-
field than in perhaps any other activity o This is very gratifying 
in view of the fact that there is in excess of 85, 000 acres of 
woodland in Edgefield County. 65, 000 acres of this is in pines . 
Pine trees in Edgefield County will make as rapid growth as any 
county in the State. 
Sale of pulpwood in Edgefield County is a big business and is a 
very :iJnportant factor in the conomic life of the countyo 
A very efficient and cooperative group of s . c. State Commission 
of Forestry employees worm in Edgefield County. Toe work with 
this group is very pl easant. The county agent is asked to sit in 
at all meetings and to take part in a 11 program planning wo11k, wood-
land examinations and selective cutting. 
Considerable emphasis was placed on proper woodland examinations 
and proper cutting . All cuttings were urged to be done on a 
reductive basis . 
Sunnnary of Forestry Activities follows: 
WOODLAND EXAMINATION AND SELECTIVE CUTTIW 
NAME OF FARMER. 
J . D. Clark 
Mrso Jo Do Clark 
c. O. Clark 
BOARD FEET MARKED OR EXAMINED 
57, 770 
72, 490 
125 Acres examined 
Sold 
Mrs . Bessie Yarborough 
John Rainsford, Jr. 
John Ra~nsford, Sr. 
Edgef'iel d, s.c. $96000 pulpwood 
TREE PLANrING 
W. G. Yarborough 
Mrs . Callie Coker 
Mrs o Kate Self 
J .. M. Vann 
F. F . F.ains ford 
Edgefield FFA 
John Rainsford 
John Rainsford, Sr. 
ff 
" 
$84000 
$86. oo 
LIST OF FARMERS REQUESTING TREES 
5,ooo Loblolly 
5,ooo If 
5,ooo II 
5,ooo II 
5,ooo II 
5,ooo II 
5,ooo II 
5,ooo If 
If 
" 
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ARBOR DAY PROGRAM 
In connection with Arbor Eay, appropriate exercies and the planting 
of a cork oak tree was held at the high school. 100 persons were 
in attendance. 
FOUR-H WC'RK 
Boys and girls attend:.ing 4-E Conservation Camp were given instructions 
in forestry. One club meeting with each 4-H Club was devoted to 
Forestry. 
FOREST FIRE PREVENTION CAMPAIGN 
The Extension Service j_n Edgef ield County has cooperated Yery closely 
with the county rangero The county agent has attended a number of 
meetings with the ranger in the school. Information was given on the 
need and importance of fire protection. 
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FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
Club work was carried on in six communities in Edgefield county during 
1947, with an enrollment of 128 boyso Local leaders serve in each of 
tr..e designated cornnunities. Each club is met monthly during the regular 
school season by either the county agent or the home demonstration agent, 
FOUR-H CAJIJlP 
35 boys and 2 local leaders attended camp. The camp activities most 
popular with the boys continues to be the tractor course and the handi-
craft class. Twp boys attended the corIBervation camp held at eamp Long 
and two members of the 4-H council attended the leaderstip camp held at 
Camp Bob Cooper. 
TrfIN STAT:S LI'i.TESTOCK SHOW 
Two 4-H club members showed 5 calves at this show. Two of these animals 
placed, one of them placing 2nd a.lid the other 4th in its class. 
A pen of three was placed first in the pen class. 
STATE FAIR EXHIBITS 
Five (5) samples of corn was sent to the State Fair by 4-H members. 
One of these sa.m~les placed in the blue and one in the red ribbon 
class. Five exhibits were made at the Twin States Fair, sponsored 
by the Ex.change Club of Augusta and won same place. 
sm.:MARY OF 4-H ENROLLMENT AND COMPLEI'!ON OF PROJECTS 
NA..liAE OF CLUB NO. ]MEMBERS ENROLLED NO. COMP. 
DEMONSTRATION % Comp. 
Antioch 8 4 50 
Edgefield 57 24 50 
Johnston 32 17 52 
Tompkins 12 2 16 
Trenton 19 10 ho 
Total 128 
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CORN CLUB 
County F,d~~f';i.!.;lld, 19 h7 
No. Yield Total 'l'otal I Total Name of Member Acres (Bu.) Value Cost Pro: 'it 
I 
Geo o Harov 2 67 ~~lhO oOO ~sz.oo I ~5.J. ,00_ -a, I ' 
Robert Sawver l 38 76000 h6. oo 3Qt.9Q_ ... J 
A- 'R -W; l lro-,..c,,-,n , / 2 ?O l ,~ i on ?g_m , 1, o.00. l 
John Bryan l 29 t:;9. 00 ,,.4n.oo_ -j . 
Mac . Hilderbrand l ~2 __ 67 . 00 ~9 .. 00 : 1-8 .• .Q.Q_ , .. , 
B:iJ.l,r Mnslev 1 hl I 88000 
I - h,5.oa I -4.J..oo_ ! I I Billv Penn , 11? t ~:z.oo ;,2 .00 -t---6.5.ao-. .J l l I I 
1,'11 -l Q ()11~ .... , QC, , 'lk '7" (\f'\ 19 .. oo _ _ -{-.. ...17 .• Q(L.-1 .. - -
j 
I 
John ;111i tlock 1 / 2 l Q l1J .oo 22000 19.00. __ , 
Henry !uarles 2 I 76 I l ,220~ l 211,00 I _.§i,QQ__ i I ~ I I 
Alhert Cheatham I l i 29 ' 61.QO ~~-- _ .. ' ' . ... l -I 
. Billy Lanham _ 
t 
1_ -30... ..64.00.----t----40...DQ._J .. _24..00. ,.,_ 
I J .. H . T ..::if1 '1"QOll9 . , ?~ t;9 ,.oo ~7 - 00 4-,,_2.2....Q_Q _ _ 
Total (13) 14 h87 $1032 000 r:;1r:; .oo ~lm_.oo __ 
Average . 1 _()8 ~l, .. 7 7~ .?? 1,1 .. 07 .....32~---
·-· -·----~· .. 
.. -· --·--' 
----·- --·- · -~---- _  __.,,. .. -. 
I 
-· 
.._, 
--
J 
-~ - .. - -
--j 
i 
! I 
l 
I 
; 
PIG CLUB 
(SOW AND LITTER CLASS) 
39 
COUNTY Ed&efield 19-.la 
I NAME OF MEMBER NO. PIGS NO PIGS TOTAL TOTAL PROFIT FARROWED RAISED VALUE COST 
Rov Hall 6 r; ~120AOO ~89.00 l1l.OO 
Billy Reynolds 5 5 1h6.oo lll .. 00 35.oo 
u-,,,..nl n tinnm~ 7 f, 1o?_m 1 f.,7 _()() ? c:: {)(\ 
'l'ommv LLovd h h 100.00 91000 9 ... 00 
l"'r ~~+,..,,.. n,,.,.+~ 7 '7 20LOO 17? _()() ?Q.()() 
"'\::!vin r.nllih::1m C: C: l l,? Jl() 1 n1 ()() 1,1 _()() 
'R.ci~r Ad;:ins 
. r; 
1 89~00 69 .. ()0 10.00 
Jo<> BPr!"Y h 4 101 .. 00 89.00 12.00 
Bobby Cato 6 2 r;1.oo 19.,()0 18.00 
Yates Smith 7 c; 161.00 117. ()() ?f...m 
.T.cil'.k l-l<tVPiCI < I, o~ nn 61 . m 10.nn 
Hod~es Timmerman 'J 3 87 .. 00 71.,00 16 .. 00 
.Tnhn T..cinal AV 1 1 76 .. oo C::8 . m 18~00 
'T'n+.!ll (11) 67 c;c; 1t;61 .. oo 1? t:;7 _()() -:i,n_nn 
Average 5.1 . 8h 28.00 21 .. 00 7 .. oo 
-
-
POTATO CLUB 
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County __ E_d __ s_e_f_i _e.1_d _______ 19 _J,a 
No. o! Yield Total I Total I Total I 
(Bu,) 
I 
Name of Member Acres Value Cost t Prof'i~ 
"Mllv nm~n 1 /?_ 6~ i q7 _()() ~~fLnn i f 
-
~QQ ____ , 
u".:111ri ~"' Corlev l 108 142 . 00 69.00 73 . 00 .....-- - . -·-,. 
Melvin Shaffer l llf) 168.00 73.00 95.00 
'T';:inrhr Bailev 1/2 h6 ?t; .. oo 42 ,00 11 - nn 
.T!> ,.,,,.,c, r.,... 1 ,.,...., '"'n 1/? h'l OJ'.. ()('\ C::J (Y\ 42..00.- - . 
I 
. 
T:.i::,nl"V -o.,,..i=:nn.c: 1 72 11 R0 _oo __ . 71,.m ---~- ._44.00 __ 
t 
r..,.n_ Rhnrli:>n 1/? 'lh c:'I') ('\('\ ':l.l _()/) ?1 _('\('\ -~ 
Billy Reynolds 1/2 tr.2 b1o00 28.00 it;noo 
Cecil Yonce 1/h 10 ?7 nn .. 17 nn -- -10..00---
James Burnett 1/2 c;9 71.nn -- - ~u..).Q.. __ ... ~Q(L-
Yates Smith 1/2 C,Q 7C::_no --- C:h_('\('\ 152..oo_ 
'T'nt!>l 6-.-:Vh ..;RC:: oRJ'.. .IY\ t, .c.. .nn - ) 7 ("\{\ 
Average 061 lOJ. 146.00 78. 00 68000 -· _ ..... .... -... 
- - ----. 
·-~---.. ·----· 
--
-- ·-
·--·· 
·-
- -- ......... ,,, ___  .,. __ 
I l I 1 I ·- --
4:1 
PIG CLUB _ __..F-1..,T ____ Class 
County Eclge!ie1d 19 47 
-
GE'i:i. I 'Iotnl }Io. Days 'i'otd 
No.rr.o nf Momber l,nir. a ls Fbd 
2
: t,t1.V::: Cost Profit 
n_,... u.,1'11 , ?nn ~I • .< t'V'\ It J,_on . 
185 F.--hooo Bi 11 y "RP-vno1ds 2 s5.oo l.2000 -
Salll Smith 2 210 410 !103.00 94.oo 9.00 
-;;~--f 368 I 96.00 . -Cecil Yonce 2 85.oo 11.00 
' I 
James Devore l 190 I 210 I 52.00 50.oo 2o00 
Rob '!'A.1bert l ~- f;30 157.00 54.00 3.00 .., 
Jack Reel 2 1200 390 I 96.oo 98.00 -I ! 1111,- Randall L_ 210 hl.O 1103.00 90.00 1~-00 
I 
_Frontis Thomas 2 197 39~_-+J!.8•00 _  44.oo ••-00 .. ,__ 
_Jnhn ,-,.,7. -i-... 2 210 c-411 
1
103.00 95.00 a.oo ·-
~hAtt Pardue l 230 229 57.00 54.00 3.00 
~obb7 Hammond 1 200 187 39.00 40.00 -
......... ..,, (1 ?) ?n ~ ~12 381.6 901.00 a1~ ... oo 66.oo 
Avg• 1~6 1201 191 45.00 lil.oo 4.00 ·-
r 
--
, 
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COTTON CLUB 
County -~E_dg=ef_i_el_d ____ 19_41_ 
Name of Member No. of #Seed # Total Total Total--
Acres Cotton Lint Value Cost Prof it 
n 
- .,..._..,,..1 ""' 1 1?00 hno A11,o .nn <1.1m -00 &l,A_nn 
- u 
Jla"cus Corley 1 2 2600 940 321.00 200.00 121.00 
Ross Corl...v ' l 1400 500 111.00 J.16000 60.oo 
Melvin 'JW3.rles 2 2000 700 291.,00 189.00 102.00 
Jack , i rn.1 , ?1(1() I ?l~ 2Q), nn 1Q7_00 Q7-00 
I I .T""' 1!M 11 er 1 l40Q__ 500 173.00 I 112.00 55.00 
William NelsoD l 1000 420 146.oo l 98.00 48.oo j 
- ,,.:i r .. 11.;_ 1 1200 h80 ! 11i'1 .. 00 lO.l.QQ i;o ... oo - nam 
Rnfus Bledsoe 1 1150 450 145.oo 112.00 3.3000 
,., vnA S+.; 11 l 1050 400 131.00 96.00 35.00 
m-+,,i1 (10) 11 , c:inn i;i;2~ 1972.00 1l22a00 6t;oaoo 
Av,:,_ lo3 
1u61 I h26 15la.OO 101.00 5'0a00 
I 
! 
I 
. 
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POULTRY CLUB 
County Edgefield 19 47 
i---------,.!------r--~S~tr_o_n_g---=c~h~ic~k-s--1-----j----~I---, 
i Bought of I Total Total 
1
, Total ; 
i Eggs Set Hatched I Value Cost Profit~ Name of Member . ' 
C. B. Abney ! I 100 I j 31000 I
I 
20.00 
i ! 1 t;n I J,"2 .JV\ l '>n nn r I l.':l nn 
Scott Jo~on ! 100 : 47.00 ! 24.oo I ~-00 
i,:::H:;;;;e;:;.;anrv.....,;;.P.;;;ar;.:s;;,.;o;;,;.;ns;;:.._ _ ...,; _____ --' _ __,~~---~i--... 3.al ... ~OQ--.;.* ...... l..-iB'"eu.10:¥0_-+-_1..,1.11•1.w~ 
i 
'Rnbt. Quattlebaum 100 C:R_m 1,1.~oo , ? _nn 
l 
I 
hAO· Rhoden 7~ l,n .M \ ?o nn ,, ,...,.. f=.'~--=---;,;::;..----""4----·---t----------+-""""~..,__-..,.._',_~_~4,-.-.-.1 .... _wi __ .,_-1 
Billy Rawl 715 11 ... m ,, _l'V\ 
?0 .l'V\ ,~ .nn 13.00 
~. P. Adams 100 -~-~hQ,-~.m~---+~l~,,J,~,-loDJ.M_-+-_~,c;i.ei,·nnAL--f ~.....,.;.;...;;.;.;;;;..;;;;;;. ___ __,j...,_ ___ ,_-+-_= _____ ~ 
'iarl Br.van I 1M ,.,._nn 
John 011zts l cyi_m 
iHerbert Pardue l c:o ... I, IV\ 
! 
['hurma.nd Burnett 50 1J1_m 1 "2 _l'V\ 
~. -,.,.~ru v,,.. ___ ...3 
1"2 nn 
I.Jackie Mcnmiel inn ':11 nn ,,Q /V\ 
r .ii l'AA.r Pow ell 100 61-00 
,nn 67-nn '!l? nn - -
~rk~,e~1?t,1,.:·.!= 11:!a.":W:. "~ITi,2...iS ___ ~t------~-J7..2-r:; ____ -4-..;i':l~R-nnLAL--+-?~n,_t,L1.1m~-4-,--11.cA-o:-l'V\W-.-
.Tack Baile:v 7~ "2 •. l'V\ ?A l'V\ 
ffarold BrYan 100 1,1 _()() ?~.ran 
,,,, ... , u.,m-t 1 +.nn ,nt\ ..,., nn -. - ---- - .. --v--
TotaJ. (21) 1775 :;nA .ran 
AVfl..o 
' I BJ, l l ~h..00 
! ':1°5.oo -
I 
! ?':l nn 
! 
I l l I 
~~ Beef 
(Scratch one) 
I. 
-!T.c-; of Member 
Fl.etcher Der:i::b 
B1111"" H0 ""1 ........ .,, 
~llv - --
_C.~iJ.....I.onre 
. J~ f'nrlrrA1, 
°Rhett p_.,.,.,tnA 
James.. - ... """-
Ward Holmes 
C 
-G-- ~-.. --~"'" -
__ ;:roe Miller 
Jack Winn 
'T'nt,...l (ll \ 
Avg. 
--· 
NOo Days 
Animals Fed 
1 180 
2 1.Q7 
, 177 
1 180 
, 1.8~ 
1 ,~o 
1 ,,.~ 
1 137 
, , 1.c 
1 176 
1 170 
1? 18?~ 
1.52 
' 
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CALF CIDB 
County_~E~dg=-e!-ie~l~d.__ __ 19Ja 
r "lin Total Total 
In Wt o Value Cost Profit 
300 108.00 104.oo 4.00 
280 127.00 ll2.00 1r;.oo 
2W 119.00 <}'=i .. CQ 26.00 
200 g·:t.oo 84.oo 9o00 
2Lo 1.1i1.oo r:to.oo 11.00 
280 167.00 156.oo 2400 
220 91.00 95.00 -
210 , , , -"" 101.00 10.00 
?nn 117-00 11?_nn ~ ... 00 
265 87.00 a.5.00 2.00 
2ll 127.00 ua.oo 9.00 
2666 1288.oo 1190.00 78.00 
222 107.00 90.00 7.00 
HORTICULTURE 
The three major phases of extension work in Horticulture in 1947 
dealt mainly with home gardens and orchards, commercian orchards, 
and sweet potatoeso 
HOME GARDENS: 
This was a joint program with the county agent and the home agent 
cooperating. 
. 
Considerable stress has been laid on the need and value of a year 
round garden. To encourage and promote this, monthly garden letters 
were mailed ou to the farm people. 
Extensive use was made of newspaper column and the radio to reach 
the people on this very important phase of extension worko 
Information was brought to farm people on this topic at all agriculture 
meetings. Particular stress was laid on this at the USDA County 
Council Meetings . 
COLIM:.RCIAL ORCF.A..'C/.DS 
Considerable time was spent with the peach growers in 1947. 
Seven (7) meetings were held with a total attendalce of 169. These 
meetings were held to encourage better orchard managemento Extension 
Horticulturist, Roy J. Ferree assisted at these meetings and has been 
of no little value to the fruit growers in this county. Considerable 
emphasis and time was spent on insect and disease control. 
The variety deraonstration work started on mark Boatwright•s farm has 
been continued. A further study of laborsaving devices in connection 
with peach growing bas been carried on. A film shovring better methods 
of harvesting peaches was shown the growers in Edeefield County. 
Cooperation was f;iven the merchants and business men of ,Johnston in a , 
Peach Blossom Festival. A 4-H float was entered in the parade. 
ORCF.ARD COVER CROPS 
Cover crops are found in every coanercial peach growers orchard in 
the countyo The following is a summary of winter cover crops 
d.emonstrat ion: 
NAME 
Charlie Holmes 
Ralph Boatwright 
Horace Holmes 
CROP 
A. w. Peas 
Oats & Vetch 
Q8ts & Vetch 
RF.sULT 
Good 
Good 
mood 
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HORTICULTURE(CON!'INUED) 
ORCF.AR COVER CROPS 
Mr. J. M. Vann, Trenton, S., c. has summer cover crops of crotalaria 
which seems to be giving splendid results. 
PECAN PRODUCTION 
Although we have only two or three growers of peaans in any proportion 
in the county, quiet a number of farmers with a few trees, around and 
in their yard, are realizing enough revenue from the trees to pay their 
taxes o 
SWEET PGrATOES 
Farmers are beginning to take advantage of the dehydration facilities 
in nearby counties to increase their sweet potato acreage and utilize 
the off grade potatoes for feed. 
Frank Cooper, Augusta, Ga . R- 3 , reports the dehydration of several tons 
of potatoes o The quality of feed for dairy cows is pronounced excellent. 
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MARKETING 
Extens i on work in marketing in 1947 consisted of helping 
farmers in the marketing of pe11ches, through encouraging 
a good pack of peaches. 
sour cream pick up station was established in the 
county, at Edgefield and Johnston. 400 pounds or cream 
per week or 135 pounds butter fat has been delivered to 
these points by 62 farmers to the amount of $81000 per 
week. 
Assistance was given the cotton gro,vers in securing 
ma.teri.a.ls for boll weevil control. 
136 marketing pernti. ts were issued to farm people to mar-
ket their home gr01fll products in the nearby tOffllS in this 
state and Georgia. 
GRADING AND PACKING 
Closer cooperation between the county agent and the market-
ing division of the Extension Service has resulted in a 
more uniform and better quality product going to market. 
one new peach pacld.ng shed has been constructed in the 
county. 'Ibis is one of the most modern ill the State. 
The vecy latest type of machinery and equipment bas been 
placed in this packing shed. The house itself is of con-
crete construction, walls as well as floor. This is one 
of the most permanent structures of any kind in the county. 
COOPERATIVE l4ARKETii\G ASSOCIATION 
The Ridge Fruit and Vegetable Exchange and the Monetta 
Asparagus Association has a good many members in this 
county. Cooperation was extended these organizations 
by the county agent•s office. 
Buying and selling assistance bas been given to a number 
of individuals in selling farm products. Help has been 
rendered in the purchase of equipment, insecticides and 
other necessary farm supplies. 
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POULTRY 
POULTRY VACCINATING DEMONSTRATIONS 
Four (4) demonstrations were given. Summary Follows: 
NAME NO. BIRIB 
VACCINATED 
Dr . A. R. Nicholson 75 
Mrs.. Della Harling 100 
Mrs . F. DeITick 
Mrs. C.Ao Stark 
150 
50 
CULLING DEivIONSTRATION 
NO. 
DIED 
CASES OF 
CHICKEN POX 
l 
0 
0 
Eight (8) culling demonstrations were given. The average size flock 
culled were 40 birds . Much interest has been taken inc ulling of 
hens to conserve and save feed stuff. 4-H clubsters have been and 
are being encouraged to see that their home flocks of ch:ickens are 
culled from time to time and only the better producing hens retained 
as layers. 
FOUR-H CLUB !;OULTRY WORK 
Discussed under Boys ' 4-H Club Work 
4 
I 
{ 
( 
PUBLICITY 
EXtension work in publicity in 1947 consisted of giving information 
through circular l et ters, individual letters , newspaper articles and 
the dis tribution of bulletins . 
A summary of t..'liis work follows : 
Individual letters written 
Circular letters prepared 
Copies Mailed 
Bulletins distributed 
Press Articles 
Radio Talks 
CIRCULAR LETTERS 
818 
30 
17, 487 
1,487 
158 
5 
These letters contained information of importance to farmers on timely 
agricultural matter. Notices of meetings cil d other information of 
jnterest to farmers o Circular lette was well received on rat c0ntrol. 
PRESS ARTICLES 
These press articles were published chiefly in the county papers 
and contained news of timely agricultural interest, including local 
news, notices of meetings , etc. 
RADIO PROO R!tll 
The county agent appeared on the radio program of Station WRDW, in 
Augusta , Georgia, five times during 1947. 
VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work for 1947 included the use of motion pictures , 
charts and maps and the s howing of EXtension exhibits . 
Nine (9) films were shown during 1947, with an attendance of approximately 
2.50 . 
AAA ACTIVITilS 
The county agent assisted with the educational phase of the AAA program 
i n 1947. 
GR.An OF ATIJ 
In 1947 farmers of the county received 7, .500 l bs Aa W. Peas, 457 • .5 tons 
lime, 12J700 pounds vetch, 2.514 tons of superphosphate, 49, 800 lbs . 
Dixie r/onder Peas and over 73, 570 feet of terracing as a grant of aid 
in 1947. 
Specimans of New~ Articles and CircuJ.ar Letters and pictures will be 
found on the fol~owmg pages . 
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ANNUAL GRAZING 6 WEEKS AFI'ER PLANTING fULLY 18" HIGH 
A MIXTURE OF 4 BU. OATS , 2BU BARLEY, &::,// ITALIAN RYE 
GRASS AND 30/I CRD.60N CLOVER 
51. 
( 
£ I ' I 
,-;. • • I 
KENTUCKY f 31 E!SCUE AND SUB'lERR:rAN CLOVER 6 nER5 AFTER SEEDmJ 
.. 
52 
ANNUAL HAY CROP 
53 
DYNAMITE DITCHING 
54 
• I 
A OOH-SAW DEMONSTRATION IN PROGRESS 
' ' 
55 
TDffiER CUTTING DEMONSTRATION 
56 
.. 
t 
PULPNOOD DEMONSTRATION 
57 
I 
TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT 
r 
CL.EMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROL!NA AND 
UN1T £D SfATES DEPARTM ENT OF 
. AGRICULTU RE COOPERATING 
COOPEi;t.,TlVE t.'XTl:li~.101\1 WG.RK 
; i·J 
AGRICULTURE AND ...JOME" ECO NOM ICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLI NA 
11/\JSS 
. ' 
EXT l::NSION SEh VIC!a 
J
- ~ efiel d, E: . C. 
Jebua:ry 25, 1JL7 
\\ '\ /-·-\ LETTER DAY\\ 
MAP,CH <=>1947 
$ UN .. HON . TTJE . ifFD . THU . FR:J; . SAT . 
6 
/7) 1 
2 3 4 5 "ij 8 
9 10 11 12 13 1/i 15 
16 17 ltl 19 20 21 22 
23 2h 25 26 27 28 29 
30 31 
To Ed!3efiel d Count y Far m Pe,1plE : 
Pl ease reserve Hi\RCH 7 f or the FAJN AN HOi•!E LABOR SAVING s1;ow t hat i s t o 
be hel d a t the JOFt;STOH TEGH f-C l-IOOL GYJIT,iASiill;1 . 
At tl1 is show you will be alJle to see some of the, very latest equipement fo r the 
hone ancl farm . Thi s equipcment is designed for labor and t i me savi ng fo r y ou in 
tLe Lome and on the farm . 
'I\iro truck loads of panels and r.1oc'lels fro,.1 Cl Prnson Coller;P. Exterision Ser vice will 
be on display. Speciali sts will be in attendance to explain these exhJ.hi ts . 
Plan now to attend tLis interestin1 displa~r of labor savin£; devices . Bring the 
entire far:i.ily and tell your nei~hbors about the show . Every one i s invi ted. 
The show wi ll b e open fro11 10 i n the morninr, untill four in the after :1oon. 
' 1; , / d. -; ,,._. V , I l , f ' , . ., . 
/. ~ -~( - -' - ·- ~--
i'[ . G. Yar J;>,orough 
F . Labor As st . 
Very trul y yours , 
. I I ,' 
' - ( ( 
L. __ :..:_L_. --· .. ··,_:.:.... 
Harrie t Gandy 
Home Dem. Agent 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
\JNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOF'ERATIMG 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAflOLINA 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Edgefield, South Carolina 
September 27, 1947 
DEAR P.i\RENI'S: 
Your son is eligible for memhership in 4-H Club 
Yfork. rfe are veri,J anxious that 4-H Club merabership mean 
something worthwhile to your son this year. 
·,,e foel that 4-H Club ~/ark is very important in 
that it trains your boy in the finer and more sir,nificant 
thin~s of rural life . 
IN 4-H CLUB lJORK BOYS LEARN BY DOING l 
In the United States approxirnc.'ttE:ly o:rm l!ILLION 
SEVEN HUNJRED FIFTY THOUSAN;) BOYS ii.In GI:115 are enrolled in 
4-H Club ,fork . 
If your son is interested in being enrolled in 
4-H Club ·,iork, and this meets with your approval , will you 
please sicn the enclosed card. This card is self-addressed 
and reguires no post~Ge • 
O"fL:s 
Encl . 
'7 ery truly yours, 
/ , I ·._ '---~ / > L 
,4" I, I ) ......-(. .. , / ") # 
o. ',T . Llo~d, County A,;ent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION NORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CA ROLINA ANO EXTENSICN SERVICE 
U NITED STATES DEPARTMEtlT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOF-ERATING ~~ ~  
HEAD-HEART (~ci/\t~ HANDS-HEALTH 
TO PAHITTS OF E:JGEFIELD CCTTHTY 4-H lEJfiI:RS: 
Deo.r Paront~: 
Edgefield, s . C. 
March 18, 1947 
Vfo nre ver~r an.xious for you to at1:.end 
our Second 4- H Raly Day to be held .Saturday, If.arch 22, at the Towne 
Theater, in Edgefield. 
We feel that your pre1,ence at this Raly 
wil help 4- H club wor k a gre<lt deal in Edgefield County. 'Je arc inter-
csi.ed in iraprovinr; our club work this year and your co0per2.tion iG 
urgc~tly needed, 
;. .\,l,._ ;:-'-0~'\~ ~)o., .. &~ 
H2rri0t Gandy 
Hone JOf:1,':lnstr;,tion Ar;cnt 
Very sincerely, 
-I,(),. /J),.,rz-1~~ D~ W. Lloyd , 
County Ar,cnt 
"r&,fj t/uiJ.d" rL H. u. YArborough 
Farn Lnbor Asst. 
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'( 
F f\R/y\ 
Lf\BOR 
f\J ID J-J01'1\E 
5f\Y JJ IG SJ-JO ~y 
AT 
JOHNSTON 
FRIDAY 
HIGH SCHOOL 
f\iARCH-7 
10 A. f\.t TG 4 P. M. 
This show will be presented by 
Clemson College Extension Service 
Through County and Home Agent~, 
Farmers, and Local Dealers in 
Edgefield and Saluda Counties 
> 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
ElCTENSICN SERVICE 
CONTROL 
MOPPING If boll weevils are numerous on young cotton plants, and indications are 
that they will be, it will probably pay to mop your cotton just as soon 
as squares begin to form and before they are large enough to be pll11ctur-
ed. From one to three applications should be ma.de at from 5 to 7 days 
apart. 
Prepare poison by mixing well one pound of calcium arsenate with one 
gallon of black strap molasses, add one r,allon of water and mix thorough-
ly. Citrus syrup may be used instead of black strap molasses. In this 
case you miX two pounds of calcium of arsen~te with four gallons of 
water and add one gallon of citrus syrup. Either of these material 
give excellent results. Be sure to use either miXture the same day it 
is mixed up. 
This material may be mopped on the plant either by hand mops or by a 
mechanical type mapper. Most of the poison material should be applied 
to the underside of the l eaves ~nd stc~. When rain occurs within 24 
hours after treatment, rcpe2t the applic~tion, imr:icdiatelye Sevqral 
comm' rcial mixtures of liquid poison arc proving effective. 
DUSTING Where tho dusting nethod is employed, us e 2 to 3 pounds of undiluted 
calciure nrsennte dust or h to 6 pounds of calcium arsenate-hydrated 
lime dust (cqunl p, ... rts of cc:tlcirnn c:rsern~te r.nd hydrated lime, well 
mixed) per acre per application. Apply the dust when the plants a.re 
wot ··,iit h devr and the a ir cc:cJ m. If r.:iin occurs within 2h hours after 
troatmrn1t, .ccpea t the applier. tion. In somi:; locn.li ties both boll weevil 
and r:wa hopJ::er damage has been heavy and sulfur dust mn.y be combined 
with calcium arsenn.te to secure control of both. 
PICKING 
UP SQUARES 
Bebjn when first blooms appear 2.nd r epeat weekly for three wc~s. This 
is gooci suppJemcntal practice t0 pre-square poisoning where cheap labor 
is 2vr1:'..l2.tl eo You mn.y secure plans in the County Agent 's Office, for 
the constructirm of a mechanical hand-typo device for picking up square. 
For furt:·,cr information on \he control of the boll weevil, contact the 
Count~.- A';0nc. 1 s office. 
(,(,/ ./J.i {,i~ ·ti-I -~ I r '-JL· - .. _ __, , /' ,' ' / / (.,, ,.,,· .I\/'" 
W. G. Yarborough, Fr1. Lnb. Assist. 
Very 
I/{: s 
tru;l,! rours , / (/ W. ~!_j) j}~rJI 
o.- w. Llok, Coun,:W ):gent 
( ' 
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· COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
/ CLEMSON AGR I CULTURAL CO LLEGE 
OF" SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF" 
AGRICULTURE COOPERAT I NG 
STATE Of" SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERV ICE 
/\ "\11rc:-t-\L) 'l\_,L Of'~ TH [ 
TRACTORSL 
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2. p fv1. 
TO EDGEFIELD COUNTY TRACTOR OPERATORS : 
EDGEFIELD, S . C. 
FEBUARY 6, 1947 
THE PROPER CARE AND OPERATION OF TRACTORS IS VERY IMPORTANT . 
YOU AND YOUR TACTOR DRIVER ARE URGED TO ATTE:ND THIS UEETING \'!HERE THE 
PROPER CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF TRACTORS HILL BE TAUGHT BY A VERY COlvrPETENT 
TRACTOR MAN. 
j " . I ' ' ' I i . ~ .. : ' ~ .~ /, .. ~, / 
w. G. -YARBOROUGH 
FAPJJ LABOR ASST . 
VERY TRULY YOUnS , 
O. VI . LLOffi " 
COUNTY AGGNT 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF" SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF" 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Dear Sir: 
. STATE OF' SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Edgefield, South Carolina 
June 14, 1947 
Plans have been completed for the Grazing School which is to 
be held in Edgefield, Tuesday, June 24th. 
This school Will be held at the Aoerican Legion Hut, beginning 
at 9 o'clock. There will be a three-hour session in the morning 
and another in the afternoon. The following men from Clemson 
Extension Service 1fill be on the prograI:1: 
Mr. J. R. Hawkins .Extension Li •restock Specialist • 
Hr. C. H. Lomas Extension Dairy Specialist 
Mr. w. H. Craven Extension Agronomist 
Mr. H. H. Woodle Extension Agronomist 
Hr. E. c. Turner Extension Soil Specialist 
The subjects to be discussed will be of a very practical 
nuture. All livestock producers and ar;ricultural workers in this 
area 9-re urged to avail theosolves of the opportunity to get the 
latest infornation on the new pasture grasses and legumes, includ-
ing the fescues and new clover . 
Very truly yours, 
(( w. ff o_L/J 
O. ·.r. Lloyd, Count,y'i-1.gent 
OWL : s 
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C:UMION ••1t1eu&.TUML ceu.1oa 
OF SOUTH CAltOLINA AN• UNITED STATES HftA.TMENT CW 
l<GltlCUL.fUtE COOl"IMflHG 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 'NORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE Af\! u HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EroEF :i:ELD '1 S • C • 
JUNE 3,. 'JL9 li71 
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I.XTINSION SEIIVICI 
GE-r -r l-JE1'1\ -ro _f\-r-r EJ ID 
L:~1 v,i,ft;) C,C\ ~ PICKERS 
. r, · -l_S'.;7, ') lw7 AND ~6~> c . ~\i{) ~1/')YOUR ~~ ~  0:1~ c(>~ LABO~ 
~~ ;-\LO f'IG 1/Y r fJ-J YOU 
WHERE? JOHNSTGN HI-SCHOOL GY/\. 
WHEN? THUP,SDAY NIGHT JUNE·5-8.'3G P /\ 
WHY? Tu SEE A PICTURE sHow· ON 
. LABOR SA VI NG t\,ETHODS OF 
HARVEST! NG PEACHES. 
VERY TRULY YOURS, . ,l/ } . I , L. ~ I. ·. I ' I ,·, ' { l l : ' 'i I ;I-' 
. W. G . YARl30ROlJG Jr . ./ 
FAmfl LABdF ASSTo 
o.n ,LLom T ... -
COUNTY AGENT 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Edgefield , S , c. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
ANO WINTHROP COLLEGE COOPERATING 
Novor:ibor 7 , 1947 E XTENSION SERVICE 
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK 
Don.r 4 - H Ncmbor : 
In planning yotu4 - H council goals for noxt year , Edg0 -
ficld council 1:1or.:bors will wnnt to do th0ir· pu.rt in helping, 
to moot tho critical world no~d for food . 
Tho following urgont noodn r.ro listed for your con:sid -
cr~tion, 4- R' ur , Tho contributions undo on tho~v issues b~-
you no.y soon s:;1all , but tlw totc,l c:111 be tr01t1·.m<.::ou3ly- signifi -
cm:t in helping to r:1oot our pros rmt food onorguncy . 
1 ., -i:·NL'...tionnl Gardon Progrr\.u , Twenty nillion frcodo:-:1 cnrdons 
nro rocom::,1cmdod 2..s tho ~.:iniunr.1 gor~l for 1948 , Tho pro<luco 
· from thos0 g~·.l'dons can t::.:.lo tho :place of 1-:-ic..nJ foods vi tc.llJ 
nocdod for export . Encourage on.ch council r.wr .. bcr to :w.vo a. 
sr.1.0.ll gc,rdon c,s ['..n oxt1~n. pr'.)jcct . 
2: , '' Clocm ;four Plato 11 • Ench At10rlc ,'.1n fn;:1i .. ly wn.st ()G 0nough food 
to food a.n extra person. Is your f~i~iJ.y guilty of wasting 
goodl7 loa.vli-:1.r.-; l 'l" :/· C'..r:1.ounts on their pla.tos c.t l~ho end of 
on.ell 1;1or.l? '11rr..ko wb.at you want , but oat what you trko , 11 
If over-;,· 4. - H club r:1u:1b8r in South Carolj_nct would .'."'.ccopt this 
o.s r. p ,:; rson.'.'tl rosl,)onsibili ty 1~t hor.i(: o.nd in tho school lunch 
roon, .'.l i;ro'.l. t a:r.:ounty of food wou lJ bo so.v Jo. . Roi.1:;L.bor thn t 
tlw pr0s0nt food pi>ogrm.1 co.lls for conoorvo.tion Of i'ood on 
hand .'.ls well us gr:..;o.t0r fuod production: 
3 ~ RQt Control Progro.n to so.v0 Food . Plans ~ro boinB nudo 
for launching our first LJt· to - wide rat control pr:igra.r:i , This 
fits into th,J hoo.l th p:i...,oe,rfu-:-is , tho c;rain cornJorvet th,n proc-r .2n , 
food production, and other o.spocts. c,f. fn.rn and con::mni tJ lifo . 
Th.) success· of this prograr.1 will dopond up .... -n the food c,) • 
op~rction of all tho pooplo in tho stato . wo know tho.t your 
County 4 - H council will work closely wl th tnc c1th)r ccuntJ 
orgo.ni za tL1ns in 1:ml{ing this a. sue ccssful c2 ... 1pcdc;n . 
We 8.re proud of tho pro gross EdgofL)ld 4-H C :,uncil has no.do 
in re cont years in progrm:-is for c or.u-.mnl ty nnd publ:Lc wolf;\1'.J . 
We know -;7ou will wnnt to o.ssur.10 your shn.ro of th:; rosponsi bili ty 
in o. nation- wide food progr1.i:i . 
('• . I,. , . / I 
·~·. w ~ ~tl~f~ 
County Agent 
H&: cm 
Sincerely yours , 
, . \ 
. ... . . · ,,, , •. i - . -.... ~\ · '- ... ,.__, 
Harriet Gandv 
Homo Dem,. Ag~11t · 
I 
,t . ./-' f,..,_ ~-I'·_ /( ' • ,.• /.• ,t ,·,I(_ 
Elizo..both VJoodno.rd 
i:~ss.1 t . Bono Do·n. :1.ct • . 
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Over 1500 Persons ( . · 
Attend Johnston Show~ · 
- Over 1,500 farm people allended 
the Home and Farm Labor Show at 
Johnston High School gymnasium 
last Friday, despite a very rainy 
-and cold day. A continuous group 
of farm people filed IJy the exhibits 
on display throughout the hours 
between 10 A. M. and 4 P. M. 
Much interest was showu in the 
many labor-saving device·, being 
used in Edgefield and Saluda coun-
ties. Particular interest was shown 
in the tandem plow devised by a 
farme1· in Saluda County. 
Other devices constructeci by lo-
cal people have proved hc!lpful on 
th~ farm and in the farm home. An 
oid-fashioned churn of the up and 
down type had a motor attached 
ift·it saves time and relieves the 
I 
housewife of that muscle soreness 
that is associated with churning. 
A number of other farm imple-
1 ments had small motors attached 
that makes them ·work auLv111.; ·t1-
cally. 
Miss Gertrude Lanham of 1the 
Winthrop extension service, showed 
· among other things an extra large 
.it'~ning board that ma·y be · pl~ced,1
1 
over the smaller board when need::-
ed, Such practical items as a wood1 ' 
b<jx built hiJY.h enough for use as ' a; 
t.ible, were shown. I· ~ 
., County Agent Ll~>Yd displayed a 
f ~ with sharp edr;es that work~ 
'i
f awav from the iardener. working 
110 '·-~ earth a"\d snippin~ weeds 
asl it is pushed along, leaving a 
f smooth surface of d,rt. 
1 ·~The displays by the extension ·de--
partments of Clemson and Win-
th;rop . as well as tnose shown by 
.. :-ommercial dealers aroused much 
io.1,;_';:_e~~ at~O_f!g"! _J}1..~ .,- t~~ng~~ho I 
wf.ere present: .. , ' ; ~-
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EDGEFIELD COUNTY FARM NEWS 
By 0. W. LLOYD, County Agent 
Feed Ouilook Critical 
1 , \ Farmers in 1948 will be £aced l ~ith a much less favorable supply 
of fieed conC€ntrate than a year 
~go and less favorable than for the 
past 5 seasons, says M. C. Roches· 
ter, Leader Clemson Agricultural 
E<·c.nomics Extension Work. 
He points out, however, that re-
quirements for livestock feeding for 
- next year may be a little smaller 
\ than in 1946-47 because of a pros-
' 
pective reduction in livestock num-
. hers. With the anticipated reduc· 
tion, the feed concentrate supplies 
per animal unit for 1947-48 will be 
about as large as the average for 
the 5-year period 1937-41. 
Most of the decreases in the feed 
, concentrate supply in recent years 
I is accounted for by the reduction 
I · in the 1947 corn crop, although the 
I oats and sorghum grain crops also 
1, were smaller. The total 1947 produc-
tion of the four principal feed 
grains-corn, oats, barley, and sor· 
ghum grains-was nearly one-
fourth less than the 1946 record. 
This critical situation was relieved 
somewhat by a carry over of old 
crop corn, oats and barley in 1947 
1 of ~l)out 3 million tons more than 
t i_n 1946 . . 
Supplies of by-product feeds for 
; 194.7-48 may be nearly as large as 
1 for 1946-47. The total supply -of cot-
[ ton · seed meal is expected to be 
j larger than last year. For local areas 
l however, shortages may arise be-
\
. cause of the short cotton crop. Some 
reduction is in prospect for grain 
I by-products feeds. 
11 Sales of corn and oats by farm-
I 
en. in larger grain producing areas 
jn e1arly 1948 will be smaller than 
for b1e same period a year earlier. I With active competition for the 
I
. smaller commercial supply of feed 
ccncentrates in prospect to average 
considerably higher than .during the 
( period ending June 1947, or at least 
, until 1948 crop prospects are 
~known. 
needed feeds as readily as suar 
from these areas. He su~ests r ifiat-
to meet this situation they should 
practice more efficient livestock 
feeding programs in order to ,'con-
serve existing limited supplies1 and' 
make plans to produce ample grai-~ 
ing crops, feed grains, roughages, 
and improve pastures. . • r '· 
Proper Swine Care Will Sav~ Grain 
Grain may be saved by puttintI 
int.o effect the best feeding man-
age:ment and marketing practices 
for swine ,according to A. L.1 Du· 
Rant, Clemson Extension livestock 
specialist. He points out that this is 
a . wise procedure for · eco~om1c 
swine production in normal times 
anc is especially urg.:d -in--th~1 
sent food and feed emergency : ~ \ 
As feeding practices to help ,con• . 1 
serve grain, Mr. DuRant suggests 
the · use of protein supplement to 
balance the ration to get the 
1
most 
efficient use of the grain which will 
n'duce the a~ount requa--ed! lfe 
advises . grazing of hogs on green 
forage crops to save both grain and 
the protein supplement. He ~ also 
urges hog growers to make use .of. 
unmarketable potatoes, bakery 
I . 
wastes, and other products as 1feed 
aud to give their hogs access' t!) 
mineral mixtures and salt. 
As management practices to save 
grain he urges -the use of more · and 
better equil)IITltmt in the way o! 
houses, and guard rails to save' pigs 
at farrowing time, pointing out that 
thP loss of a pig at birth repre-
se:nti; a total loss of' 140 pounds of 
feed. Sows should be separated 
from pigs after weaning and , fed 
only enough feed to keep th~m · in 
healthy condition, he says. Sows,1 • I 
can use green feed to advantage ~e 
adds. 1 
Other management practices sug-
gested include control of worms, 
lice and mange, and· prevention of , , 
cholera by . vaccination of- J?igs at 
an early age. · ~ l '; 
. .. 1, ' 
·.~ ' .. u f!..:."-.....!L ~ ' ,,. 
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r ___ .;.:::>" __ ..,_=-----------r certification service. F'a~ho· 
I ' EDGEFitLD COUNTY I desire to secure certificauon ore 
I FARM NEWS seeds of such crops as cotton, corn,. 1 · ' ·1 tobacco, or watermelons should filec 
their application hlanks before that. 
BY O. W. LLOYD date. They may be secured from. 
Counly Agent j County Agents, Agricultural' tea-
' chers, or from Mr. Garrison. 
I 
Fescue and Clover.s This is the first year farmers in. 
Produce Good Grazing this state have had the opportunity-
/
. Farmers are anxious to ei ., inina~e l to secure seed certif1cati~n. Mr. Gar-· 
1 
as much expensive labor on their I rison reports a spl.end1d response 
farms as possible . vV. H. Craven , I especially from gram growers and. 
extension agronomist, suggests th:::t I many fields of small grain through-· · 
one way of doing t.his is to let live- out the state have been inspected. 
stock do the harvesting. He adds and are in the process of ccrtifica-· 
th?.t this' is especially effective on tion. Many farmers have also filed~ 
farms with good permanent i',•a~- applications for certification of th~ 
tures. fall harvested crops and the nwn-
He . points out that a permanent ber is expected to be considerabl.)f 
pasture should have both grasses increased before the closing date. 
and legumes seeded together. He And farmer who planted seed se-
says Extension Service work~rs will cured directly from a recognizeci 
this fall urge :farmers to seed small breeder is eligible to file applica,--
acreages in- Subterranean clover lion for certification. If inspectiom 
and Alta fescue. In discussing this shows that his fields and seed meet 
mixture he indicated that Ladion the prescribed standards the seed 
clover may be substituted for the will be certified and a tag placerf 
Subterranean clov~r, but that the on each bag indicating the certifi,_ 
Subterranean· clover will probably eating the certification as to qualify. 
come nearer . competing with the The South Carolina Crop Im-
fescue than will the Ladino clover. provement Association hos beer?'. 
He recommended that either the named as the official agency for 
·Kentucky 31 strain of fescu.C? or Al- carrying ouC he seed certification:. 
ta fescue should be seeded with the program in this ;;tate. It is open for 
.clover during the latter part of Oc- active membership to all farmers: 
tober. 'These plants will furnish both who make the production of certi-
winter and spring grazing. The fes- fied seed a part of their farm pro-t 
cue under favorable weather condi- gram. Individuals other than farm-
tibns should furnish nine months ers or firms interested in the fur-
of grazing ,he said. 
Farmers who are interested in 
planing these crops should contact 
their lo~al county agents in order 
that the seed may be secured well 
irl advance of planting ·time. 
Seed Certification 
Closing Daie July l 
' July l'is the closing date for filing 
applications for certification of 
·seeds of fall-grown crops, according 
to"'Robert-H. Garrison, in charge seea 
therance ·of the program may be-
come associate m.embers. The mem-
bership.fee is $1.00 per year, and the 
cost of inspection and seed certifi-
cation for the commonly grown 
field crops is $5.00 for the first five· 
acres or fraction thereof, 50 cents:, 
per acre fo reach acre between six: 
and 50, and 25 cents per acre for 
each acre over 50. The ~ns_12_ectiQn. 
fee must b~ paid at the time the ap-
plication is filed. 
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rarmers' Calendar 
Fo~ September Jobs 
all small grain for diseast!tt. .. t.~l 
jncluding oats and grain seeded for 
winter grazing, As soon as cotton is 
picked ,turn stalks under as wee-
vil control measure in Coastal sec-
County Agent 0. W. Lloyd, re- lion. Plow under tobacco stalks and 
minds farmers that there :ue many I other crop refuse to destroy food 
importaf!t jobs needing attention in 
1
. and immature stages of insects. Re-
September. Some of . the moat im- move dead and dying orchard trees 
portant he lists follows: and limbs and burn them to con-
AGRONOMY: Use wint~r cover troll insects. Knock off and burn 
crops to grow your next year's fer- all peach fruit to aid in dis-
tilizer. Quality in ginned cotton will ease control. Plant oats to produce 
pay; pick cotton clean, :;tore dry, feed on wirewo.rm-infested land. 
gin carefully; and top · your market. Requeen bees. 
There are phosphorus and potash •·---------------
reserves left in your cotton fields; 
''plant . small gra'ins and makE' use of 
them. Plant winter grazing crops 
now. Fertilize liberally and plant 
on a firm seedbed for green [ields at 
Christmas. Prepare now for a per-
manent pasture next year. Seed tall 
fescue in October, but prepare 
seedbed now. · 
,:-,, _ _.iE!,<cDGEFIELD cou~, I l 
- ~'FA'RM. NEWS 
By 0. W. Lloyd. County Ageni 
Livestock Guide for Late Summer 
Proper attention to their live-, 
stock enterprises in late summer 
will pay farmers well, says County 
Agent 0. W. Lloyd, wh0. give3 
these important reminders. 
Animal Husbandry 
I, 
HORTICULTURE: Keep straw-
berry beds free of weeds and grass. 
Get ·some selected new plants. 
Plant spinach seed in late Septem-
ber for winter and spring use. Sow 
turnips up to September 20, Shogoin 
I· and Seventop for greens, and White 
Egg and Purple Top for roots. Keeo 
fall garden crops well cultivated 
and fertilized. Sow seed late in 
~e_ptember for "frost-woof" cab-
bage ,plants. Be sure ·to have your 
garden full of various "greens" this 
fall and winter . . 
Keep hogs on green forage. Cut' I 
and feed weeds or green forage to 
hogs in dry lot. Change cattle and 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER-
ING: It is not _too late to build .::i 
1 
trench or box silo; see· your county , 
agent for plans. Clean, oil. and 
store cul'tivating 'machinery: Get 
mower and rake in good condition 
Cor cut.ting hay crops. If rat-proor 
grain storage buildings are needed, 
get plans through agent's office. 
· Pick cotton clean and dry in order 
to get better prices. 
~cys A.ND DISEASES: Trea~ 
, sheep from one pasture to another 
as often as practical (every three 
weeks if possible). See that all live -
;;tock have salt, shade, and fresh 
water. Reserve a permanent pas-
ture for fall and early winter. Sow 
small grains with crimson clover for 
winter and early winter, and spring 
grazing. Creep-feed calves ,,n wha·t-
ever grain is abailable. 
Dairying 
August is hay-making month.' 
Be very careful to cut at prop~r 
stage and cure so that the great-
est amount of leaves and green 
color can be preserved. Mow pas-
ture to keep grasses tender and· to 
kill weeds. Maintain milk flow by 
temporary grazing Sudan grass or 
I 
pearl millet or by cutting gre~n 
feed. Keep milk products clean and 
cool and deliver promptly. Plan to 1 
construct a trench, box, or other 
type of silo. Watch corn for silage 
and c~t at proper stage. . __ 
Poultry 
Do not force the pullets into 
production too early. C}lean and 
disinfect the laying houses before • 
putting the new pullets in them. 
Free pullets from internal and ex-
ternal parasites before housing if 
birds are infested. Cull the non-
laying hens from the old flock. 
Vaccinate pullets for fowl pox or 
I '°'-I soreneau. ,_ -
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EDGEFIELD COUNTY 
FARM NEWS 
BY O. W. LLOYD 
County Agent 
I . ' 
, Much Interest Shown in Pasture 
School 
73 or more livestock prodU<,er~ 
and agricultural workers attendeJ 
a Grazing School in Edgetield last 
Tuesday, June 24. This sc\1001 was 
conducted by the Clemson College 
Extension Service. 
Appearing on the program were 
W. H. Craven and Hugh Woodle, 
Extension Agronomists. Mr. Craven 
brought all of the latest mforma-
tion on permanent pasture. Mr. 
Woodle discussed annual grazing 
crops and brought· to the attention 
• of his listeners the latest informa-
tion on the new fescues and other 
pasture plants. 
In the afternoon session Mr. J. R. 
I H~wkins, Extension Li)lestock Spe-
1 
cialist, discussed grazing from the 
stapdpoint of feeding beef cattle. 
!Mr. C. H . Lomas, Extension Dairy 
1Specialist talked on feeding dairy 
cows from the pasture. · 
/ '.l;'he morning session was presided . 
• over by 0. W. Lloyd, Edgefield 
'County Farm Agent. Mr. Fred Wyse, 
vocational agricultural teacher . pre-
sided at the afternoon session. 
A,gricultural agencies from Edge-
. field, Saluda, Aiken and McCor-
/ mi_c)c coun!ies_ were represe_nted . . . ' 
'Graz·,n· g School !Planned ver and other legume!i. ' . ' I 
j. · The school is being sponsored by ·• 
1 f Ed f. Id C · the USDA County Council, uf which I. :or ge ,e~ ounly 0. w. Lloyd, Sounty Agent, Edge-
' /:;I : · field County, is president. ·The 
, A_grkultural Workers ancl Live- school will be conducted by the 
j~~ock Producers in Edgefield County Extension Service, Clemson Coll-: 
I ~d surrounding ar0n will have the ege. 
epportunity of attending a one day A concerted effort is being made· 
Qrazing School at the American Le- by the Agricultu~al Workers in : 
'gion Hut in Edgefield. The school Edgefield County to improve pas- 11 ,m be held on Tuesday, June 24th, tures and grazing crops in the , 
1 peginning at 9 o'clock. county. 
1 
., Five Specialist from Clemson All livestock producers in this 
_sollege will be present to give the area are urged to avail themselves · 
"rry latest inform~tion on the l!ew of this opportunity to_2~.~.!;...of the . 
Pf sture grasses, fescues, ladino clo- · ·1atest information on pastures. J : · 
I 
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'For the proper care of livestock rations. 
in the .late fal County Agent O. W. 3. Hold grain rations to as nearJy' 
Lloyd cals the atention of Edge- 16 percent digestible protein as pos-
.f1eld County farmers to these re-sible. ' · 
minders: 4. Feed roughages, liberaly, 
·, ·Animal Husbandry: 5. Breed al cows possible and 
l. Breed sows for spring liters. particularly heifers in November 
r
> '. ~- Have al weanling pigs double aml December 'for early fal fresh-; 
tr'~i;ted for cholera. ening the folowing year. 1 · 3. If permanent pastures stil have €. It is not too late to plant win-: 
( considerable grass, beef catle may ter grazing. 1 
, be carried another month by sup- 7. Now is an excelent time ·.to 
~ " plementing the pasture with two s1art. a rigid culing program. (:. _i 
' · pu,unds of cotonseed meal per head Poultry: ;, · rJ 
pe,1 day. , 1. Select now the best h~ns for 1 
,-· 4. Separate the bul calves from the next year's ,breeders. 1 I ' · 'tit eherd and wean. al calves six 2. Keep layers in good flesh ~PY 
r.1011ths old or older. feeding grain liberaly, •· 
5. Remove the ram from the ewe 3. Keep al-night or mornihg 
· flock. lights on the laying flocks. ; r 
' ' · 6. Feed idle mules ample rough- 4. Purchase make birds for next: 
, · n:;e and give only half ration of ye.,r's breeding flock. f,t.,1 
cc,ncentrates. 1'u:rkeys: :-; · 
7. See that al livestock have 1. Dress, draw, and retail as many 
.• -11lhelter and bedding during col:l birds as possible. 
. rainy weather. 2. Test breeders for pulorum dis, 
Dairying: ease. L-.· 
~ ~ . ' l. Increase barn feeding. 3. Saddle breeder hens. ;i 
1.22. Feed ~ach cow according to 4. Vaccinate breeders for fowl • 
production to make most use of pox. ~ . ,.,_ 1 ---------------...,.,.---11 
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Co. Agent 
·w .G. Yarborough 
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